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Board Raises Fees
&, Proposes BUdgets
the state's four institutions of
higher education. The total figure
of 68.2 million was divided into
about the same proportion as last
year, giving Boise State a tentative
share of just over $18 million,
compared with this year's budget
.of $17.4 million. A special meeting
of the Board has been called for
April 17. At that time,' the presi-
dents of each of the four institu-
tions will report their findings on
the effects of this proposed fund
distribution and a final budget will
be set. According to BSU budget
.reports on the impact of various
levels of funding, the loss of
personnel at the university could
be reduced from an earlier predic-
tion of 33.to a figure of less than
18. The actual figure will not be.
'known, however, until after the.
April 17 meeting. .
At this samemeeting, the Board
will decide whether or not to
declare a state of financial emer-
gency.··Such a declaration would
allow the four schools to lay. off
tenuredfacul,tyamong other per-"
sonnel. Only President Lee VIc-
kers of Lewis and Clark College
has recommended the declaration
be made although.a loss of up to
125Personnel could be incurred by
the four state schools during the
coming year.
Vo-Tech Instructors May
Get Protessor Ranking
Va-Tech instructors to strive for
improved technical skills and
teaching proficiency.
The senate 'rejected a past
proposal, .patterned after the Va-
Tech ranking system at Weber
State University, on the grounds
that the format was not in accord-
ancewith proposal guidelines and
the meChanicsof the system were
not clear, according to Miller. The
CONTINUED TO PAGE 10
VITA Tax Assistance
FreeToday and Saturday
prepare tax returns without charge
until 9 p.m. tonight, and from 9
a.m. to 5 p.m. Saturday. Monday
is April t6, so hurry ... get those
forms in... .
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Lupe Morgan and Juan Chava"io dance to an old Mexican melody, as one of the featured acts in the
International Student Festival last Friday. Dances, songs endiood from many nations were a Pl,lrt of the
BoiseState International Student Union's annual "shindig, " which was held in the SUB Ballroom. Related
sto and more' photos, page 15. Photo: Robert Williams
by Sally Thomas
For all students at Boise State
University, the story next year is
higher fees. Out-of-state students
will receive the brunt of the fee
raise with non-resident fees being
boosted an additional $300, mak-
ing the total per year assessment
$1500. The fee hike was part of the
action taken by the State Board of
Education last Friday at its month-
ly meeting in Pocatello,ID.
In otheraetion relative to Boise
State University, the Board ap-
. proved a $3 per semester fee
Increase for aliBSU students
which will go toward maintain.!rig
the Health Center. This addition
brings the total fees to be paid,
beginning with the Fall '79 semes-
.ter, to $230.
The Board also approved - a
revision of BSlJ's parking rates.
The fee for a parking decal w:JI go
up from the current $3 per year to
$5 per year while the fee for'
reserved spaceswill increase from
$30 to $35 per year.- AcCording to
!3oiseStateofficials, the additional
moneywill be used to help finance
parking lot maintenance, for secu-
.rity Costs,and to pay for additional
expensesincurred by BoiseCity in
enforcing parking regulations.
The Board also set forth a
proposed' budget distribution for
by K. Libucha
Should Vocational-Technical In-
structors be rewarded and recog-
nized for their expertise in -the
non-academic sphere of the uni-
versity through some type of
professorship ranking system?
Don Miller, Director of the Va-
Tech Department, hassubmitted a
proposal"to the faculty senate for
approval of a non-academic rank-
ing system as an incentive for
Saturday is the. last chance (or
students, or others who need free
income .tax assistance, to take
advantagf! of the VITA tax pre-
paration service. VITA volunteers
will provide tax forms and help
BUdgeters Happy, Mostly
by Bud Humphrey
ASBSU budget planners seem
to be reasonably happy so far with
the processof paring the proposed
1979-80 budget to a manageable
level. However, some depart-
ments are. waiting untll all is.
confirmed before they celebrate.
Requests from 16 departments
and student organizations totalled
$282,555.50at the Financial Advi-
sory Board (FAB) hearing last
Saturday. The FAB negotiated the
requests down to $193.000, a little
less than theASB is expected to
gain from student fees next year.
the ASBSU executive officers ear-
lier this week whittled the total
further to below $170,000 In order
to create a reserve.
"We'll probably be going back
and returning some of the money
to the departments now, " said
treasurer Chris Hansen, noting
that some departments may have
been cut back too far. "It's pretty
easy, bynow,to find places to
cut... 30 dollars here, maybe 100
there, may not hurt a tot, but it
sure adds up," he added.
From here, the executive offi-
cers will hand tnelr budget recom-
mendations to next year's presi-
dent, vice president and treasurer,
who take office on April 18. The
president will then' submit his
proposal to 'the student senate,'
which also takes office next week,
for final approval.
Chairman of the PrograJi'.3
Board Steve Corbett said he was
CONTINUED TO PAGE 3 • '0.
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Restricted funding, influenced by Idaho's 1% initiative, will not allow the School of Business to operate at
full potential, according to Dean Thomas Stitzel, shownabo~.
The following article is the second
in a series of six that will deal with
the effect onstudents of the cuts in
funding to Boise State University
as a result of the 1% Initiative.
byD. Barr
Course 'offerings at the BSU
School of Business will not be at
the potential they could have been
according to the Dean of that
.schoot, Dr. Thomas Stitzel. Stitzel
noted that the limits on course
offerings would be only one of the
areas affected within the School of
Business itself.
Presently it, looks as if the
Business School will only lose one
full-time faculty position but the
operating budget will be trimr;ned
somewhat and students will have
to expect that their typewriters,
adding machines, and other office
'equipment will have to last longer
and thus may be a bit olderthan
before. '
The full-time faculty position
that may be lost will likely be
covered by various leaveof absen-
ces tnat are requested by one to
three faculty each year. The
School's ability to hire part-time
faculty will be reduced somewhat
as the budget for that area is
anticipated to be pared down also. '
"..
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The result of both those changes
will mean larger classes in some
fields and fewer section offerings,
in others. Still, Stitzel anticipates
meeting the fall schedule for 1979
as printed.
The loss in operating expenses
will be spread throughout the
School and the Dean. also noted
that both students and faculty will
have to understand and show a
degree of maturity in dealing with
the situation as it unfolds.
Some turnover' in faculty is
expected to occur by the end of
this year, and if that does become
the case, lossesof that nature will
take the longest time to repair.
Support for the Genter for
Economic Education will be reduc-
ed because of .the decrease in
funding to the School of Business.
The center offers economic educa-
tion to teachers of grades kinder-
garten, through twelfth. Stitzel
stated that attempts will be made
to pick up private funding. The
impact of the cuts for the center
are hard to ascertain, but service
to public schools will be restricted
and a program that was burgeon-
ing will have to be interrupted due
to lack of funds.
Stitzel also sees a kind of two
year low point that will eventually
have the 5911901 of Business emer
ging with a stronger academic
base as well as increased employ-
ment opportunities.
Overall, however, Boise Stale's
School of Business will remain one
of reputation and opportunity for
students on tliis campus, Even
with the loss of all graduate
assistants next year, the School is
expected to become accredited by
the American Assembly of Colle-
giate Schools of Business. Final
notice of accreditation by the
Assembly will not be known until
May 2, but according to Dean
Stitzel, BSUhas spent a number of .
years acquiring the proper balance
in resources "and curriculum
throughout the entire school to
achieve accreditation. The Assem-
bly is considering data collected
over a three year period. Stitzel
also stated that If the undergradu-
ate program becomes accredited,
the graduate program would be
the next area of emphasis in the
next five years.
lnthe future, Stitzel noted that
students will have the same em-
ployment opportunities as before.
In fact, they may increase some-
what as well.
Still, students will feel the
effects of the 1% Initiative
throughout the halls that house
the School of Business.
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Keiser Hopes forEmergence
..BIRKENSTOCKS~LOOK KIND
OF FUNN\feTHEYREENOUCH
TO MAKE YOUR FEET SMilE.
Cmon. try a pair.
Dootworks
rntervlews with BSU President
John Keiser w/ll appearat regular
Intervals for the remainder of the
academic year.
byD. Barr
BSU President. John Keiser
recently stated that his goal for the
future of Boise State Included the·
hope that the institution would
continue to emerge and that the
residents of the Treasure Valley
would come to realize the potential
for cultural growth that an institu-
tion of higher learning can pro-
vide. .
Keiser made the remarks during
a recent Interview with members
of the ARBITER staff. He also
spoke about his feeling toward
curriculum changes that he would
/"
Academic
A New Physical Education class has been
added to the 1979 fall schedule. This class
Is square d<mclng, and will ba offered on
Thursday evening trom 7 p.rn. to 9 p.m.
Square dancing" which was declared our
national dance by Congress, has bacome
very popular throughout the Uniled States.
Now, for the first time at BSU, you can
learn to square dance and earn a credit
while doing so. No previous experience Is
necessary, as the class will begin with the
very. basics. No special clothing Is
required, but It Is suggested that class
participants, dress In something comfort-
able. The onlyrequlrement for this class Is
that you.come prepared to have fun.
A class on adjustment problems of the
foster family will ba conducted April 19 In
the Idaho Department of Health and
Welfare, Caldwelt office, 107 Poplar, from
7-9 p.m. , - . ,
Dr. Phil McQueen, Charles Fletcher, and
Susan Bower will conduct the class, which
Is sponsored free of charge by the Boise
State University Title XX Training Grant.
Babylilttlng expenses Incurred whlre 'at'
tending will. ba reimbursed by .lhe ·Idaho
Foster Parent Association. For further
Inform~tlon about the class, contact Susan
Lavelle, BSU Staff Development Center,
601 Reserve St., Boise, 1083703.
Boise State students Deborah Reinke and
LaVonne Toothman, both of Caldwell, were
recently awarded. scholarships by the
Caldwell Memorial Hospital Auxiliary. Ms.
Reinke Is enrolled In the BSU radiologic
technology program and Ms. Toothman Is
In the associate degree nursing program.
515 MAIN 344-8321
Your Molenaar's
Representatives
on Campus
,
A
like to seeconsidered as (he future
direction of Boise State University
finally takes shape.
He stated that he would like to
see areductlon in the number of
core requlrernents for an under-
Dr. Luis J. Valverde z., Boise Stale
University professor of romance languages,
will present a paper In Spanish at the April
19 foreign languages colloquium at 4 p.rn.
In the Teton Room of the BSU Student
Union BUilding. Valverde's subject Is "La
Mujer Hlspana: Ayer, Hoy y Mananal",
"The Hispanic Woman: Yesterday, Today
and Tomorrow."
The Idaho Association of Educational
Office Personnel seventh annual spring
conference will ba April 20-21 In the Boise
Holiday Inn. Dr. Mamie Oliver, BSU
assistant professor of social work, will
speak at the conference. Guest lecturer will
ba Dr. Warren Staff, Superintendent of
Yakima, WA, schools. For further Informa-
tion about tho conference, contact Maudle .
Garretson, IAEOP president, and secretary
to the coordinator of field services at BSU,
385-1528.
scnolorshos
Boise State University students enrolled
In health' care education programs have
access to 'several private scholarships -.
Saint Alp~onsus Hospital Auxiliary of·,·
(ers two $200 scholarships. Deadline for
completlng'the application is April 15. Elks'
Rehabilitation Hospital Auxllalry offers a
scholarship of approximately $400. April 15
Is deadline for appllc&tlons. '.
A scholarship wllralso ba awarded by the '
Dr. Novell Wells Memorial SCholarshIp
Auxiliary of Mountain Home. Applicants
must ba graduates of an Elmore county
high school or have lived In Elmore county
for four years, and also ba accepted by an
accredited medical, dental, pharmaceutical
school. Students In at least their second
year of an allied medical field, such as
nursing, medical records, radiologic tech'
nolo~~ or respiratory therapy will also ba
Rick
m~
Jewelers
1207 Broadway 2 Blocks.south of Bronco Stadilm
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course at the junior level be
offered to revitalize and re-
emphasize those basic communi-
cation skills:
We don't need an infinite
variety of course offerings ..... ;'
stated Keiser. ina final note,
Keiser stated that any changes
. would have to be made after due
consideration, study and thought
and not before. Ul\
graduate degree and a revarnplnq Keiser. would like to see more
of the entire course classification inter-departmental offerings and
system. Keiser said that he "..... stated that the humanities Intro-
anticipates changes in that dirac- duction class might be a good part
tlon." Specifically he listed such of a basic education for all
things as a public affairs course students.
that stressed the type of modern Emphasis on good writing and
society that we live today as well -English skills are not solely the
as some type of course that might responsibility of the English
examine the taxation practices In Department, according to Keiser,
the United States. and he suggests that perhaps a
BudgetersAreHappy,Mostly----'---------~
CONTINUED FROM COVER ali if it doesn't have any more
pleased with .the FAB's process, impact on the final budqet than
though he telt.:a fe~ cutbacks, that. If we get. the amount of
such as in salaries and in the money the FAB recommended, l'll
concerts program, were "arbl-, be happy, but. ..that may not have'
trary. ..they cut some things with- anything to do with the final
out much of an explanation." budget." The request from the
The steps between the FAB and Programs Board, which provides
the senate's approval, though, on-campus entertainment; films,
wo~ed Corbett more, he said. "I lectures, ~ !!.ne arts programs,
don't seewhy they havean FAB at
was cut over $20,000 from Cor-
bett's original request of $74,215.
Oneother method the FAB used
to' cut down allocations was to
recommend $200 for minimal ad-
ministration of each large student
organization that requested funds
for next year's activities in ad-
CONTfNUED TO PAGE 10
CAMPUS ,\
\ CAPSULE)
nlty's projects, InclUding the free weekend _
giveaway to Bogus Basin.
The fraternity Is promoting a career
planning seminar, featuring Peter Johnson,
past president of Trus Joist, as keynote
speaker. The seminar will emphasize
academic and personal job preparation.
Furthermore, the seminar will follow a
questlonlanswer format, and is scheduled
for 1 p.m., April 26 In Business Bldg. 105.
All Interested students are welcome.
Also opening IS the position of Studen!
Assistant to the Director of Student Hsslden-
tlal Life, slhe Is responsible for assisting the
Director with the development and Irnple-
mentation of programming within the V ,-
campus residential facilities. The Asslstam
will ba expected to work twenty hours per
• week, and will report directly to the Director
01 Student Residential. Llle. The Student
Asslstaru position Is a ten month position for
the academic year 1979-60. Deadline In-
aapllcatton Is April 25. 19711.
The asalstant will help develop and
Implement social, recreational and educa-
tlonal programs In campus' residential faclll·
lies, asslst In training and advising of
resldenc hall officers and staff, research and
solicit student Input, serve as a resource
person, ano serve as a memher of the ASBSU
Recreation Board.
- Appry at the Office of Student Residential
Life, Room 110, Administration Building, .
385-3986. Boise State University Is an Equal
Opportunltyl Affirmative Action Institution.
consroereo. The deadline for applications Is
July 1-
Application forms and additional Infor-
mation are available at Dean Duke's office,
Health SCiencesBuilding Room H-101, or
at the Career and Financial Aids office.
Organizations
The Honors Society of Phi Kappa Phi will
hold Its spring Initiation on April 16 at 4:00
in the Ada Lounge 01 the Student Union
Building. This will ba followed by a
banquet' In the Nez PerceBoom at.whlch
Dr. H.K. Fritchman, will ba the featured
speaker.
Phi Kappa Phi's primary purpose te the
promotion of the pursuit of excellence In all
fields of higher education. The Society
recopnlzes outstanding achievements by
students and faculty through election to
membarshlp. It prides Itsell on a dedication
to the integrat'lon and democracy of
learning.
The Office of Studept Actlvltl"'l Is accept-
Ing appllcatlons for the. position of Student
Assistant to the Assistant Director. The
position opening Is for the academic vear
1979-60, and Is a l().month job Involving
approximately 20 hours per week, Including
evenings and weekends, paying $300 per
month. Individuals applying must ba Juniors,
Seniors, or Graduate students during the
1979-60 SChOOlyear, with no less than a 3.0
. GPA.
Dulles for this lob involve working ·wlth
student organizations; Initiating and coor·
dlnatlng new projects; aSlllstance with the
development and Implementation of social,
recreational, and educational programs with·
In the student activities framework; conduct·
Ing correspondence with other edUcational
Institutions regarding the status· of their
extracurricular activities; compilation 01 re-
ports, manuals, and Informational brochures;
serving as special representative to Greek
fraternal organizations, and serving as Actlvl·
ties Office coordinator of the Student Organl·
.zatlonal Falre. Thoso.lnterested In applying
for this position should go to the Office of
Student ActiVities on the second floor of the
Student Union Building. Deadline for appllCB]
tlon Is April 23, 1979.
. On Monday, April 16, 1979, Tau Kappa
, Epsilon Fraternity of BSU Is sponsoring a,
Red Cross Blood Drawing. The drawing will
take place from 1()'2 In the Big Four Room
In the SUB. The average time to give 1 pint
of blood Is about 40 to 50 min, les. After the
blood Is obtained, It Is given ·.."nut 15 tests
to rule out any diseases and to correctly
type It. The blood Is then stored until It Is
needed by the 51 local hospitals In the Red
Cross Blood Region. The Red Cross needs
105 pints of blood on Monday to keep up
with, current demands. If you have any
questions, call John Cannon, 343-5163,
BSU Red Cross Representative.
PosltlonsOpen
The Office of Student Residential (lfe has
announced that the position of Residential
Director Is open for 1979-60. The position
requires a minimum of a Bachelors Degree
In related area (Masters preferred) or
eqUivalent life experience, and experience
In group living sltuatlon. Duties of the
position Include a suoervlslon and manage-·
ment of a residence hall, cou('lsellng,
community development, conflict resolu-
tion, crisis management, promotion of
student development, and programming.
Renumeratlon will ba $5,000 • $7,000 (9
months), depending on size of the hall,
education and experience; plus room and
board. Application deadline Is April 13,
1979•
Boise State's Marketing fraternity, PI
Sigma Epsilon, elected new officers this
• week. Kathy Howes rose from secretary to
Piesldent, Mlk9 Fisher Is vice president of
Public Relations, Alan Brown was named
as vice president of Marketing, Steve
Clements as vice president' of Personnel,
Sue BJorvlk as Treasurer, and Carole
Johnson as S6cretary. The fraternity voted
Tom Beeler as this past year's most
valuable member. Beeler, the outgoing vice
president (or Public Relations, Was Instru-
mental In organizing several of the frater·
Bach Photograph!i is now taking senior portraits for this
once in a lifetime occasion ... in your cap and gown, or in-
formal portraits that capture the indiViduality of you .
Memorable portraits for your family, friends. relatives,
employment, awards. - . .
~
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Ourada'
Publishes
Indian History
by Joce/vn Fannin
A history of The Menominee
Indians has been published this
year by Dr. Patricia K. Ourada,
Boise State University professor of
history.
Ourada,' who has sponsored
seven annual American Institutes
at BSU, wrote her doctoral di !Ser-
tatloncin the Menominee tribe for
her 1973 Ph.D. from the Univer-
sity of Oklahoma,
Her book narrates for the first
time the history of the Menoml-
nees in the volume, Number 146 In
The Civilization of the American
Indian Series. Published by the
University of Oklahoma Press, the
book Is a comprehensive study of
one native American people's
struggle to maintain their tribal
identity. It begins with an analysts
of archaeological research at the
Menominee Riverside Site show-
Ing that men have Inhabited the
shores at the river for the last
3,000 years,
, Since the seventeenth century
.the "wHd rice", people have dealt
with the arrival of several waves of
white men which have repeatedly
threatened the very survival of the
tribe. Ourada follows this history
to modern times where, she says,
"It Is a credit to the' heart and
spirit of the Menominee people
that, each such threat has 'been
diverted to the tribe's eventual
advantaqe, "
Surviving three hundred years
of Anglo-European encroachinents
upon their lands, the' Menomf-
nees, unlike many other tribes,
avoided being removed to west of
the MississippI. Through stubborn
efforts led by their Chief Oshkosh, •
Dr. Pat Ourada has made doctoral research on the Wisconsin
Menominee Ind/ans payoff, as she h~s published a history of that
tribe aspart of a University of Oklahoma series on Native American
history. 'Photo: Robert Williams
they kept ten townships along the' ests."
Wisconsin Wolf River for their . Ourada Is a constultant to the
reservation, which Was returned to Idaho Inter-Trlbal Policy Board,
.themby the 1975 Restoration Act. and has worked with its humanl-
Now, Ourada tells us, " ... per- ties grant to present work of the
haps the sacred drum of the National Indian Policy .Review
Menominees will again be heard Commission to the tribes. She also
by the people, and the Menominee has been a consultant to the
Indians, having 'experienced the 'Milwaukee Public Museum on a
bitterness and disappointments of National Endowment to the Hu-
leadership struggles and economic rnanltles film on the Menominee
=pe:r6~~cil:'I~~urR:~: ~~~ ~~~~t .~lihsJat~Is.~~~~
splendor of their .lakes and tor- Native American Club. UA.
clestlsted for teachers, more than
eight times the openings in Idaho
schools.
"I think uncertainly over the
effects of the one percent Initiative
Is the biggest reason for the tight
market," Rapp says.
"We may see more positions
open now that the legislature has
finished Its work and funding for
schools Is more certain."
The job shortage In Idaho comes
at a time when the national,
surplus of teachers is ending. That
means Idaho could lose its best
teachers to other states, he adds.
Rapp says an unusually large
number of BSU alumni who are
already teaching have used his
placement office this spring to
Idaho Teaching Jobs Tobe Scarce
locate other positions, mostly out-
side Idaho. Recruiters from out-
side the state have shown more
interest in BSU graduates this
year, Including one superinten-
dent who told Rapp he plans to get
the "cream of the crop."
"\Mlile vacancies In Idaho are
rare, we've seen a slight Increase
In openings outside the state ... It's
only natural that Idaho teachers
are going to be attracted to those
positions," Rappsays.
The job picture may look grim,
but Rapp says prospective teach-
ers shouldn't lase hope yet.
"Summer has traditionally been
our busiest placement period for
t~ers ... we hope the same will
be true this year." lJ\
eManaging
nt,
to begin thinking about working and learning
with next year's !Jnlversity Arbiter.
We can help you make
sure it wiD be! .
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APRIL 15 - 10 A.M.-2 P.M.
@ Seafood Quiche - shrimp, onions, cheese
@ Omelettes - Choice of shrimp, ham
&. Cheese, ortega chili
~ Hot Seafood Sandwich - open-faced on an
English muffin, sour
cream dressing, seafood,
tomato, melted cheese
o Steak & eggs - 6 oz. CharC?oaled sirloin
3 eggs
@ Hem &: 09go - 6 oz. country ham, 3 eggs
~ Eggs BeneC:llct - Served on English muffins,
Canadian bacon, hollandaise.
~Huevos rancheros - Corn tortilla, 2 eggs,
refried beans
All entrees served with Country
Fries, Champagne, Fresh Fruit Compote &
Assorted Danish or Blueberry Muffins.
Reservations Recommended
'342-0700
ray's sea~ood
1 Capital Center Building, Main St.
Teachers looking for positions in
Idaho this spring may not have
many to choose from because of an
unusually tight job niarket, reports
Richard Rapp, director of Boise
State University's Office of Career
, and Financial servlces,
According to a survey compiled
by Rapp, job openings for teachers
in Idaho are down 77 percent from
one year ago. At the end of March,
Idaho school districts Irsted only 20
job .openings with Rapp's place-
ment office,compared to 78 In
March of 1978.
Job offers for school administra-
tors are also down more than 50
percent this year.
On the other hand, Rapp reports
there are 170 out-of-state vacan-
• Editing
• Writing
.,Layouting
People Needed fOt:
CD Secretarying .. cartooning
• Reporting • Illustrating
-. Selling • Photographing
1. Apply now atUA office - 2nd floor Student Union Building,
2. Register for CM 2!37 - Special, topics course on Student Newspaper
(listedonp. 2!3of Fall '79 class: schedule) required for editorial posi-
tions/recommended for all staff members
3. Be r~dy to grow with your newspaper Serving-your needs:
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Discrimination Must End
(CPS) It was the last straw for
Seattle University student Dale
Jones. Earlier this year, he had
driven up to the "handicapped
parking only" space near his
classroom, and found It onceagain
oocupled by an unauthorized car.
Jones was steamed. The'ZT.
year-old junior, who wasparalized
from the. waist down . by an
autorrob'le accident In 1971, had
already missed several classesdue
to handicapped parking violations.
When "constant contact" with
adminstrators had brought no
changes, Jones flied suit against
SU for non-enforcement of parking
rules. . .
Jonesaskedfor $25 - $15.25 for
a tuition refund for the missed
classes.and $9.75 for his loss of
time and Inconvenience- and lost
in Seattle smail claims court. The
JUdge,according to the SU SPEC-
TATOR, said SU wasn't liable
because"they are only required toNbreltheysOt
by Rlchar!l Smllh
From tho Woshlngton Post
SOuth Africa spent $1.4 million In 19n for
public rolotlons In tho U.S. The money went
to political campaigns and junketa' lor
academicians, politicians, and Journalists.
A former director 01 the SA Dept. 01
Inlormatlon said millions more were speni
secretly to. Influence polilicians, union
leaders, and newsmen In several Industrial-
. IzedcOuntries Including the U.S. The South
AIrican lobbying effort Is one of the largest
of lis kind.
A new book, The Body In Question. by
Jonathon MUlor, makes a comprehensive
reviewal the history 01 medicine and warns
against what the author perceives -ls a
growing "large scaJerejectlon 01 scientific
. thought." The last time Interest In nature
and science declined, the author notes, was
when Christianity took over the Roman'
empire and II took' 1000· years belore
humanlly began to understand their. bodlos
again.
One, arld possibly twO, commercial synthe-
tic coal-tuel.plents will De tlnanced to lhe
,tuneof$7001l1l1l1on by the end of this year.
111eluel to be extracted from coal would be.
non-polluting and could be olther solid or
liquid. Funding will come from several
sources Including the Federal government,
Kentucky and West Virginia where the
plants would be located," Japan, West
Germany, and most of all Irom Southern
Co.. Services, Inc. which would head lhe
solid fuel plant, and Gull 011which head
the liquid luel plant. Japan and West
Germany are most Interested In the liquid
luel plant.
Govornment policIes cgolmi democrocy
8ll~~estern culture hove surfaced again In
Jock Anderson I'6jlOrts thai since Or. Peter
Bourne's reslgnetlon as White House drug
advisor las: July, the carter Administration
has reversed lis marijuana policy In lear 01
public reaction to the scandal. OEA
administrator Peter Bensinger (0 holdover
Irom the Ford Administration) hau led the
new anti-marijuana campaign claiming pot
Is a greater cancer threat than cigarettes
even though the American cancer Society
has said that pol Is "Iar less carcinogenic"
than tobaCco.
Hmong refugees from Leos may number
200;000 In camps In Thailand by the end 01
this year •. lees, 'which once supported
350,000 Hmongs, now may cortaln only
100,000 01 the mountain tribesman, once
known as Moos. China has several million
Hmongs and they are expected to become
allies against Vietnam.
n
Although the SU security staff
has offered to assist Jones and
other disabled students In park-
ing,. Jones says he's stili "very
angry about this situation" and
that he's "not going to let this (the
unfavorable decision) stop him."
Jones isn't the only angry
disabled student. Inthe past year,
a rash of lawsuits have been
brought by disabled students frus-
trated by the lack of enforcement
of antl-dlscrlmlnatlon laws.. For
many, the courts seem the only
alternative to make Section 504 of
the Rehabilitation Act of 1973":':'
"programs or aetlvltles receiving
federal aid may not discriminate
against otherwise qualified hand-
icapped Indlviduals"-mean what
It says.
In the six years since passage,
"504" has mandated that schools,
hospitals and other federally-aided
Institutions make their. programs
available to people not only In
CONTINUED TO PAG'E 9
BllCl .... of edlterlal dIsputes. thousands 01
Albert Einstein's unpublished letters may
remain locked up at Princeton lor several
more years.
Despite aaaurancea 01 Brazil's new Presi-
dent Figueiredo that liberalization would
continue, 1600 union leaders and strikers
.were arrested In Sao Paulo alter 200,000
rank. and IIle union members relected a
government compromise of a 63% .pay
Increase lor the metal workers. Brazil's
Inflation rate Is 44% •
Jock Anderson reports that despite evi-
dence that pilot fatigue has been a lactor In
several aviation disasters, tho FAA has
refused to recognize the problem and make
stricter rules. The rules now allow a pilot 8
hours 01 flight time In a 24 hour day on
domestic runs and 12 hours per.24 hours
dayon overseas trips. These do not Include
extra tlma lor preflight preparation and
ground delays.
From tho New York Times
Criticism appeared at tho 011 Spill
Conference .ln L.A .. Techniques such a~
stearn cleaning, bUlld"z:nlJ beaches, and
hlch pressure water spraying were said to
be as damaging to marine habitats as the
spilling all Itself. Statistics on the Amoco
Cadiz spill wefe discouraging: Only 10
percent QI the 220,000 tons 01 011 spilled
was recovered. One third' evaporated; one
third went to sea; and one third ended up
on the beaches and estuaries. .
Vietnam Is unlikely to become self-sulll-
clent in all within a decade despite Its new
incentives to multinational all companies to
explore there. Observers say that Vietnam
has an excess of red tape and a shortage of
technicians.
Army scientists In Watervliet .• NY, con-
verted a nonmagnetic material, cadmium
suillde, Into a magnet by subjecting it (6
500,000 Ibs. of pressure/sq. In. It may
prove useful.ln making lightweight electric
devices, but hopaful!y the process may
even lead to th~ discovery 01 a material that
could conduc1 electricity with no resistance
at room temperature. .
Further analysis 01 the wing 01 Archeo-
pteryx has provided new evidence that the
prehistoric reptile could lIy. The analysis
was based on the asymmetric lengths of the
two major wing bones, a leature that Is
similar to birds. '
During the recont Vletnaln conflict China's
army newspaper deemphaslzed 'Mao'e
dictum that people are more Important than
technology In lighting wars.
A study published In tho New England
Journal 01 Medicine concluded that low
levels of lead in the blood 01 children can
stili cause mental damage even though no
overt symptoms are evident. l.Y\
II
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Tonight (And Mon Night)
Boise Arts' Ensemble
**********
Kim lawrence Playing
Sat & Sun
-12 String ..Genesis - Original
b~~~1010·Broadway~~~~
. liVE
, .
. .
NOW AVAILABLE' IN BOISE'
• BACKGROUND MUSIC SYSTEMS
• DISCO SYSTEMS
• INTERCOM SYSTEMS
• 9UTDOOR PA SY~TEMS .
RENTALS & LEASING AVAILABLE
Disco Systems W/Lites as low as 5159.95 mo.
•
. . 211 No. 8th & overland
IB; .. Park Shopping Center.Ij~nt . Servingthe Northwestin 5 States
.::::;::tL.i~~;;:; ~ = @"Il-:~£({SJ
I:
Model MIlllclt'
- COMING-
AN ARTHUR MILLER CLASSIC
l
BSU SPECIAL EVENTS ·cENTER - ·8:15 CURTAIN
APRIL 27,28,29 May 3, 4, 5, 6,
TICKET INFO AND·
RESERVATIONS
385-1551 (9 to 5 mon - fri)
3a5-3566 (6 to 8 fri - sun) .
.(if ,no answer, then)·
385:'1448
TICKETS
$1.00 BSU STUDENTS
$1.50 BSU.STAFF and
HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS
$3.00 GENERAL
ADMISSION
-DIRECTED BY - -
FRED NORMAN
-SPONSORED BY - .
ASB PUBLIC RELATIONS DEPT
.STUDENT UNION PROGRAMS
BOARD and ASBSU .- STAGE DESIGN-ART ALBANESE
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A lime for Establishing Traditions
I1-
, .
The dictionary definition of tradition might go'somethlng like this,
a handing down of customs, ideas, or practices. In order to', hand
down something, however, that something must first be established.
And once.estaoushed and handed dowi', that something becomes
[the] generally a:x:epted [~y], thereby Insuring that the probability ,
of the same something being handed down again Is good.
The above Idea, put Into specifics, would dictate that the tradition
of winning football which now exists at BSU will continue. And with
that tradition will conthiue the benefits It brings to the university,
benefits such as the dollars and other kind of support gained from the'
Bronco Athletic Association and other community members, to say
nothing of ,the opportunities given' students directly In the form of
experience or scholarships.
A closely associated tradition 15 that of Hornecomlng. At BSU, the
burning of the B, a Homecoming Queen, and the Homecoming dance
stand out as already established traditions. These established
traditions, however, are being seen In a new light as they are Joined
with an effort to promote theacad~ic side of the university'
experience. Last year, distinguished alumni were asked to speak
before students In their major areas and a suecessfullecture by BSU's
Dean Keppler were hlgh!lghts In this effort. Thls year, similar
academically oriented activities are being planned for Homecoming.
Boise State Is a comparatively young university and, as such, stili
has a great deal of opportunity to establish its traditions. And the
university community seems to be grabbing on to that opportunity.
The Humanities Fair of last week stands as an excellent example of a
tradition In the process of becoming. In spite of adverse weather and
an Inopportune .alrline strike, the Fair was voted outstanding,
exceptional, and enjoyable by all who attended It. The Fair deserves
to become an annual springtime event, a tradition In support of the
academic side of the university.
BSU already has the tradition of the com-ann, This IJterary
magazine has won national awards year after year for Its outstanding
quality and imaginative format. The support that this magazine gives
to BSU studeots does not end with the flush of 'pride felt by a
contributor to see his or her name In print, nor with the
announcement that BSU has won the first place In national
, cornpetltlon.but It carries over into the reputation of the university as
a whole. The continuation of the tradition of thecold-drill supports the
continuation of the tradition of academic excellence solrncortant to
every studeot of the university. . '
Another 'tradition standa In the wings, waiting Its tum to play
center stage. Illustrated by Mike Hoffman,' Boise State's first Rhodes
SCholar, the tradition, of nationally or Internationally recognized
academic honors continues as rumors to top awards 'belng given to
BSU students filter down from reliable sources. One of these sources,
Preslder1t John Keiser, stated In a recent speech that he would soon
be able to disclose the names of recipients of some of the nation's
JOOSt prestigious awards to three of BsU's students. Also, the english
Department recently received notice that one of Its former students,
Ken Kirkpatrick, has' been admitted to the graduate program In
english at Harvard with full tuition plus at least a partial living
allowance. That department's students often find themselves on a
par with the best the nation has to offer. when It comes to graduate
school openings. These honors support the notion of BSU as
becoming, by tradition, an academically oriented Institution.
But, there are other parts to the university experience. In addition
to athletics and ~emlcs there Is Involvement. long derided as
being apalhetlc"BSU stude~s are beginning to make. themselves
heard, not as apathetic studente,: but as students with their own
specific Interests and needs ..These students are'lust now finding that
they have a voice, and they are using It to speak out In favor of quality
of educational opportunities which are and are not available at BSU.
They ar!3 also asking to be a part of the declslon-maklng activities that .
govern the university. This awareness creates a double problem. On
the one hand, student leaders are going to have to move quickly and
Imaginatively If they are to keep aheaq 'of student Interests; to do
otherwise· will result In failure as leaders and In the stifling of
students' voices. On the othec hand, the university leaders will be
Increasingly charged with providing opportunities for students to be
heard and heeded. Again, failure to make such provision will negate
the learning opportunity otherwise Inherent In this facet' of the
university experience.
As Is true with most things, It Is easier to direct a moving object
than it Is to start its moving. It Is also easier to direct a moving object
before It has galried maximum momentum. With Boise State In the
midst of self-Qeflnitlon, it is time for the establishing of traditions that
reflect the best Interests of the university as a whole. The choIce Is
not that of athletics versus academics-It is destructive to think that'
building In one area can be made at the expense of another-but the .
. choice relates to the total Image of the university; a choice that can
only come about with the availability of opportunity In ali areas. And
that availability is, in great measure,dependent on the establishing
of ,traditions that both support and determine the policies and
practices of the school. - •
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energy) are long-term; but that
means they must be planned at
once. If they are to come about
slowiy, they must be .declded on
swiftly. Cities must be revitalized
around public transport, with cars
banned In some areas and patklng
lots moved to the urban periphery.
But some changes can be qulck-
Iyeffected. One simple but Impor-
tant step would change the driving
habits of our citizenry. The age' for
driving should be set at 19 rather
than 16. It ,Is absurd that hlgh-
extravagant oil consumption. school students should be driVing
Those who told us yesterday there themselves, to and from school.
was no real shortage tell us today This one step would eliminate
that we must kill people to prevent the "need" for a second or third
a shortage. How they live with 'car In many families. It would also
each other I don't know; but they .make driving safer for the rest of
are clearly anxious not to let others , us, and bring down the cost of
live-with them. automobile insurance. Actuarial
We are driven to entertain such tables show that the young' male
immoral dreams by a set of hablts : driver Is the most dangerous
that are themselves immoral. On a person-en the road.
limited world we Impose unlimited It would stili be possible for a
demands. The way to cut down our teen-ager with a real need to
oil dependenceon others is to cut obtain a special driving permit.
down our consumption of 011. And But only one teen-ager In the
this is not simply a matter of family would be Issued such a
making 011 more expensive (whe-' license. This wouid eliminate the
ther by decontrol. or taxes). The situation, so prevalent now, of a
demand is Irrational, and we must family with three or four teen-
restructure our lives to cope with agers competing for the family' car
this profound claim upon us. and pressing for the purchase of
with this profound claim upon Us. another one. Ihave known families
Somechanges (like the develop- with two or three teen-agers, each
mentof alternate sources of CONTINUED TO PAGE 6
OUTRIDER.
oy Garry Wills
War For Oil?
by Garry Wills
Some of those who made fun of
President Carter's "moral equiva-
lent of war" are now advoCating
an immoral substitute for a re-
straint. We hear loose talk, some
of it from the administration and
some from Capitol Hili, about war
to protect our 011 supply. A
right-wing columnist attacked
SALT by saying we must build up
our overkill arsenal for war In the
Middle East.
Our "advisors" In Saudi Arabia
are Interpreted, with relief, as a
sign that we have given up our
"No more Vietnams" policy.
Some people, crazily, are clearly
looking for, trying to create, new
Vietnams.
Let's be clear what we are
talking about. Supposedly respon-
sible men are saying we should kill
people rather than cut back our
This Learnin Worl DIi
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Professors And thelr Power
by Dr;' Richard Meisler
Academic standards are declin-
ing! Back to the baslcsl These
cries are being heard everywhere,
in the educational world, andthey
arc beginning to affect the lives of
studeots and teachers at all levels.
Like JOOSt slogans they say one
thing but really mean something
else. It Is Important to examine
slogans closely,· because it is
almost Impossible to disagree with
a good slogan, even when they are
being used as weapons against us.
The core meaning of 'the slogans
about declining standards at col-
leges and the need to return to the
basics Is simple: professors feel
that the time Is ripe to regain some
of the power they have lost over
, students. Students would do well -
to be clear about this threat. Not
only are pqwer and coercion
antltheticalto true education, but
they are downright unpleasant to
live with. Unfortunately the pro-
fessors have a very good chance of
Winning the next round of the
power struggle on campus.
A particularly bold statement of
. the professors' reactionary posi-
tion is made in an article in the
September, 1978 issue of The
Atlantic. It is called "Skipping
Through College: Reflections on
the Decline of Liberal Arts Educa-
tion," and It 15 written by Alston
O1ase. The Atlantic tells us that
O1ase, has Ove degrees from'
Princeton, Harvard and Oxford.
We are thus prepared for a
heavyweight treatment of Issues In
educational .philosophy, and Pr0-
fessor .cnase goes through the'
motions. He favors a' university
based upon Platonism and Its Idea.
of the existence of absolute truth.
He is opposed to the contemporary
university which is committed to a
r~latlvlsm that believes, that any
idea or Inquiry Is as .good as any
other.
The philosophical argument'
'sounds Impressive, but the prob-
lem with the article Is that at the
outset Professor O1asereveals too
much about what is troubling him.
He provides a list of the evils of
the modern university. ,It Includes
the passlfall option and professors
who give only A's, regulations that
permit students to drop courses
late In the semester, the wllllng-
. ness of professors to 'give exten-
sions on papers and lncornpletes In
courses,and the decline In the
number of required courses and
the Increase in electives. On the
latter point he is particularly
horrified that even "the Harvard
catalogue has doubled in thickness'
in the last twenty years and now
contall)s over 2600 listings." Is
nothing sacred? He's also upset
that students are on committees,
C!Ild that the curriculum includes
things like photography and Pollti-
"31 Internships. .
One expects Professor O1ase to .
move on to a well-reasoned argu-
ment that sho'lr/S,howthese,thlngs
destroy, education. It would be
interesting to see now university
education reached Its zenith after
centurieS of development,culml-
nating in the grading system of the
1950's, and then began to decline
when the passlfaiioptlon was
Introduced in tile 1960's. But one
I,s disappointed. Professor Chase
feels that these developments are
so obviously evil that further
commenUs unnecessary. He just
leaves us with the list.
llle things that disturb Professor
Chase usually represent decreases
In .the power of professom to
control students through require-
ments and threatsof punishment.
Perhaps he has lived on college
campuses for So long, talking with
other professors who agree with
him, that the connection between
coercion. andqualjty seems self-
evident to him. People who benefit
from power almost always think
that they exercise it for the good of
the powerless. yet there is a
simple truth that Js rather clear
almost anywhere other than facul-
ty lounges: power" and Coercion
teach obedience and little more.
Academic quality and learning
have little to do with the things
that are bothering Professor Chase
and tbe other conservative slogan-
eers. '
A multitude of positions within
the ASB will be opening In
approximately one week. The posi-
, tlons available range from that of
programs board director to mem-
ber of the curriculum committee.
For more Information on the
spectrum of openings, contact the
ASB office,' which Is on the second
floor of the Student Union Build-
lng, or call 385-1440.
I am not predisposed to appolnt- ,
Ing anyone type of person,'
excepting those W!lO appear to be
committed, energetic and compa-.
t8l)t. Age, class-standing, sex or
race will not be a considered
criteriori. ~ ,
To those qualified people who
are presentlydisenchantec!, dis-
i1lusloned, or disheartened with
student government, I challenge
you to accept the responsibility of
beoomlng involved. Ignoring the
problem or complaining about It
serves little constructive purpoSe.
It takes Involvement to make
change.
Concerning the pavilion: a sur-
vey of the generaJ •student ,body
(not merely a random few) will be
taken before the end of· this
month. The crucial question will
be ....1!!!ngness, ,of ,students to
financially support the $14 million
project..' " . .
Although the questlonnairEl has
not yet been refinedl it will
roughly resemble the foliowlng No, Iam not willing to financially
format:' support the pavilion .. ,but not so
unwilling as to demand that It Is
Are you willing to financially' stopped and demand that every
support the paVilion? effort Is. made' to ensure It is
stopped.
Yes ... but only for the follOWing
amount:
$40 Fee Increase
$30 Fee Increase
$20 Fee Increase
$10 Fee Increase
L,Fee IncreaSe
Are you ,willing to financially
support, ttre ,pavilion even If stu-:
dents are not allowed to select Its
manager?
This Is not the official question-
naire. Watch for tables and ballot
boxes such' as are used in ASB
general elections and.be prepared
to participate irl the survey. Unless
you take the 30 seconds necessary,
to vote later this month, your
wishes will remain unknown and
. unrepresented. '
, Mike Cramer
ASBSU.Presldent-E1ect
s
_,..-_A_p_R_, .....L_'_,_._,_9_7_9 tl~t
War' For Oil?'-
CONTINUED FROM PAGE II
of whomdrove hisor her own car.
Some states havelm~ a
later agefor drinking. a lawt~at Is
hard to enforceand.shoulcjbe left
to the family. But driving on the
public roads, .turnlng schoolsInto
vast parking lots, Increasing the
demand for non-eesentlat move-
.ment, and Imposing higher Insur-
ance fees-these are public con-
cerns. Arid the later license age
would be easy to enforce.
Giving a teen-ager his or her
own car has become a rite of
passage,the expected graduation
gift, the reward for minimal
stability . This Is not only acauseof
conspicuous011consumption; It Is
a symbolof the wasteful habits we
expect the world to support-so
much that we threaten the world
when It does not comply. Those
who pamper their children with
cars are doing them no favor If
they mean, as a consequence,to
send them off to war In order to .'
fuel those cars.
Letters To The Edi"tor
Voter Participation Assessed
Now, in my first year at BSU, a
supposed training area for the
future businessand political lead-
ers of this state and perhapseven
of our Nation, I find the sarrie
apathy, the sarne lazy, "let some-
one else do It for me," attitudes.
The voter turnout for the ASB
General Elections was approxi-
mately . 15% and that, fellow
students, is a pathetic prophesyof
your futureS as "citizens," much
less "leaders."
You fell on your "butts" when
the "quick and dirty" were shov-
ing the Pavilion down your
throats, ang you have tauen on .
your "butts" in the ASB General
Elections. Let's see If you can get
enough pride and ambition to' get
off your "butts': anddo something
constructive when the obviously
forth-coming debate of the Pavil-
. ion issue is. re-opened.
Please keep one thing in mind
Whenyou let serious issues slide
by you with no participation' on
your part, somedaythe issuemay
be whether you have the "right"
. to participate. ,>,
ThankybiJ;
A.A. Montague
344-4532.
Corres'pondentWanfed ,
Editor, The Arbiter: I amawhite male age31. At the
I ama FederalPrisonerconfined present time I am In the segrega-
in the United States Federal tion unit of the prison. A few
Penitentiary, Marion, IL for the letters from some good people at
crime of Bank Robbery. I have this time would be a big mental 11ft
been In confinement for the, past for me.Anyone that takes the time
'five years, in that time spanI have to write can expect to get a reply.
lost all contact with the outside from me. I want to thank you now
world. for any help that you can give me.
I hope to be releasedon parole
In the near future and to re-
establish some sort of contact at
this time would be very helpful to
me.
Opentetter-to BSUStudentB6dy,
I am a student at BSUVo-Tech,
a Veteran, and a propertyowning,
taxpaying, registered voter, who,
as a lifetJme resident of Idaho,
refuses to support any Individual
party or party policy. .
Imake it a habit to vote In every
election, and I vote according to
myGod-~ivencommonsenseafter
devoting some time and effort to
researching Issues and candi-
dates. .
Over the pastseveral years I
havebecomeincreasinglydisgust-
ed at the openapathyand slovenly
attitude of my fellow "Ameri-
cans.'.' Most of them are too lazy
to take the time or expend the
effort necessaryto vote in a truly
"free" elective process, a privi-
: lege granted a .relatlve few of the
multitudes Inhabiting our world.
Of thosewh\l dovote, a majority
- take little or no time to seek out
facts; instead they rely heavily on
agille.nparty or candidateto bring
the issues and answers to them,
placing completeblind faIth In the
-honesty of these politicians and
streaming their heads-off when
they find out too late they were
Sincerely yours"
Jackie L. Martin 04025-156
P.O. Box 1000
Marlon, IL 62959
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People Helping ~eople
by Mary Lou Virgil '
On October 14, 1960, on the
University of Michigan campus,
presidential candidate, John F.
Kennedy, initiated .an idea to a
crowd of over 10,000 students. He
asked "how many of you would
spend part of your lives helping
other people in other nations?"
Responsewas overwhelming; the
Peace Corps was born. ,
Since 1961, when, Congress
passed the PeaceCorps Act, more
than 7-2,000 volunteers have
worked around the world In assist-
Ing those nations who ask for help.
Three years later, VISTA was
created to be the 'Peace Corps' at
home. Throughout the years this
willingness to help others has
grown in both the number of
nations seeking help and in the
number of volunteers now work-
ing. Currently there are 2,400
requests for Peace Corps volun-
teers and another 1,300 for VISTA
to be filled next fall. Recruiters
visit universities and colleges each
year seeking people, who "are'
willing to work with their hearts as
well as their hands and heads."
tast week, BSUwas visited by a '
recruiting team leader from
seattle, Lisa Hickey, a former,
VISTA volunteer in Boise. For
three days she met with interested
students and held seminars on
both the PeaceCorps and VISTA
to all that were interested.
Ms. Hickey pointed out that
volunteers are being sought who
have experience in volunteer
work, who are flexible, sensitive to
others, have a willingness to share
knowledge and who are motivated.
In the past, persons with skills
. BSU STUDENTS AND ARBITER READERS: BRING YOUR
STUDENT 1.0. IN OR SAY YOU SAW THIS AD IN THE
ARBITER AND RECEIVE A 10% DISCOUNT!!
LIViNG EARTH FEATURES:
· l~aw goats milk
• culk snack foods: groins
• Carrot juice fresh daily
liVING EA.RTH MUT~ITION CEMlER
IN THE COLE VILLAGE SHOPPING CENTER
341 i N COLE RD PH 316-0224
OPEN
MON-FRI 9am~9pm.
SAT 9am,-6pm
SUN 12am-4pm
~;)'~'\,,' ,1'<1''''011,'')
l' -n In! !f'.t lll(ll'
tlll,l -Ill)!'''
~;'~\:.;~~~~Jr.S59619
~",.t,111'(1 ..P'Hh
,1':.",11,",./
O'dlf\\,P\'~
~~~~-·6~~v~~~£E$35750
LET US BECOME A PART
OF yOUR "LOVE ST9RY"
EASY CREDIT TERMS
DEVOTION
~,~~.,~,'~
~
10 (j,dmon(j!>
,n e1f'g.Jnl mooern
tHjal set
~~ gfFv~~~~E$611 25
10 (jlamOi1(1!> ,n
e1eganl modern
t.rldal sel
~~~,v~~~EE $63150
WHEN LOVE COMES TO YOU COME TO '
"THE DIAMOND SPECIALISTS"
fK:tfJfJi Iall Jcewelers
.. ~.,,~ ..;~~ •.J~ .. VISTA VILLAGE. WESTGATE MALL
Peace Of Mind Policy
30 Day Money back Guarantee
for any reason,
YOUNG ADULT ACCOUNTS!
Personally designed 10make
buying on credlleasy lor
Responsl~le Young Adults
E_Qul!>lle l'Mal set
soons 4 ICydiamonds
~~~Fv~~~EE $31425
Shlmme1lng ,1 .
diamOnd SWirl
bridal set
~~~~~~;~i$1462~O
~eace r..;orps and VISTA. helping!
were the most, sought -atter, but
the trend has changed. A liberal
arts education and willingness to
, work hard and long have come to
be qualities that volunteers now
need to have.
The major goal of the VISTA
program is to help increase the
voice of poor people in the
decision-making process of their
communities and to create self-
help organizations.
The emphasis for the Peace
Corps used to be providing devel-'
oping third world countries with
high-level technical assistance.
Today there is more of a concen-
trated effort towards meeting
basic human needs, including food
and water,' health care and shelter.
The basic goal of both agencies
is to create programs put to use
what is on hand so that when the
volunteers leave, their accom-
plishments will continue to oper-
ate. '
1110se interested in applying
may call collect (206)-442-5490 or
write 16012nd Ave, 10th Floor,
seattle, WA 98101 for more tntor-
,mation and an application. UA. '
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Discrimination-··..,..---
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 5
wheelchairs, but with physical
disabilities like deafness and
blindness, and even.some learning
disabilities.
But implementing has been
slow. It took Imtll1975 to work out
the particulars of, stemming dis-
crlmlnallon against the disabled,
and then three more years were
set aside for Institutions to work
out the mechanics, with a "dead-
line" of June, 1980.
Many schools, of course, are
making progress. But for individ-
ual students, stymied by inaction
at their particular school, the "full
'educational opportunity", prom-
ised by 504 can't wait for such
gradual process. Consequently,
lawsuits are more frequently filed.
Many adminstrators are clearly
perturbed at the pros.pect, of
provldlnq additional services for
disabled students. Most cite
rnoney as the prime barrier. UT
president Loren Rogers said that
putting wheelchair lifts on shuttle
busses could cost $1.4 million.
But r'lsabled students are'
countering that not al/ buses,
buildings or programs need to be
changed immediately: Jim Ben-
nett of the Office of Civil Rights,
which Is responsible for 504's
implementation, concurs that
large expenses are 'often unjustly
anticipated.
Bennett said that feedback from
colleges and Universities show that
creating accessibility is" "not any-
'where as expensive" as many
schools had feared. He said
schools have funded accessibility
through money from state vocat-
._ ional rehabilitation agencies,' and
through state and local support.
\~~~:::
....::
:...,...:",>-----------_.---,---------------
Nuclear Threat Forces
SUspension0Classes
CARLISLE, PA (CPS) -The news,
according to one administrator,
arrived some 24 hours after the
. initial, disabling Incident at the
Three Mile Island nuclear power
plant, near Harrisburg on March'
28.
Thus began a four-dayettort by
administrators at Dickinson Col-
lege, a small liberal, arts senool
that sits some 26 miles away from
the power plant, to keep its
students calm and its campus
open. After repeated radiation
readings by nuclear physicists on
the faculty, regular reminders to
the students, several all-college
meetings, and constant reassur-
ances all around, the administra-
tors eventually lost their battle.
John Ross, Dickinson's public
information director, announced
on Sunday, April 1, that classes
would, after all, be suspended
through April 9. The suspension
came despite readings that indi-
cated that, according to Ross,
I 'there is no danger to students on
the campus." Evacuation plans
extended in a 1Q-mile radius from
the power plant. Carlisle-and
Dickinson- are 26 miles away.
Nevertheless, student--and la-
ter,'parental-anxieties were diffi-
cult to restrain, On Friday, March
'30, Sarah Snyder of The Dickin-
sonian, the school paper, reported
that "parents are driving up here
and taking their kips away. A lot-of
people are on the roads hit~hhik-
ing out of here."
Ross suggested only that "a lot
more people left ,for home tor the
weekend than normally would do
so." By Sunday, the school ad-
ministration received "many,
many" .caua from students and
parents wanting to know If they
should return to campus for class-
es.
After two all-college meetings
Friday and saturday night, the
administration gave students the
option of leaving campus, assurlnq
them thatthey wouldn't be penal-
ized if they fled until the crisis in
Harrisburg was over. "But a lot of
students," Ross reflected, "felt
that the statement was somehow
pressuring them to stay." On
Sunday, President sam A. Baker
released a new statement, sus-
pending classes without officially'
closing the campus for those who
wished to stay.
"We suspended classes be-
cause we didn't want the students
to feel pressured into staying.
And, it wouldn't be feasible to
carry on normal classes anyway. !
think it'd be hard to sit through a
lecture on Caesar's march through
Gaul, when all you really want to
do is talk about Three. Mile
Island."
Those students staying on cam-
pus-Ross estimates "about- 40
percent" of the 1600-member,
student body remains-will get an
especlally-developed diet of class-
es during the suspension. Each
department has concocted unoffi-
cial seminars and discussions.
There'll be, of course, a series of
what Ross calls "nuclear teach-
ins," about measuring radloecttvl-
FASHION
COMBS
Kant.SlipTu fashion combs in a
SPUN POLYESTER variety of sizes, colors and
TOPS styles, reg U~9
Adorable peasant tops with
square and round necklines,
full or two-tiered short sleeves,
popular elasticized waist, white
& pastels, S/M/L.,reg 6.97 .
During the Harrisburg incident, a smelt college only 26 miles from
the notorious nuclear reactor tried. to 'stay open, but closed for eight
days due, to popular demand. '
ty, the ways reactors work, and
how radiation Js spread by the
winds. The classics department,
on the other hand, is holding a
seminar on "The Last Days of
Pornpell." '
How did the administrators
respond to the crisis so quickly?
Dickinson's might have been bet-
ter prepared than others. Prest-
dent Baker used to teach a course
on crisis management at - the
University of Florida med school.
Dickinson, moreover, holds semi-
annual administrative seminars.
Last fall's seminar was devoted to
planning, and the lab session,
according to Ross, was' "an exer-
cise in emerQencv planning. No-
body believes it when I tell'them
now, but it's-true." . ,: ~
OUR POLICY: If for any reason advertised items are not in
stock, rain checks are available on request. Items which a~e
limited to quantities in sleek and cannot be reordered are first
come, first served.
Prices Good Through
Easter Sunday, April 15th!
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POLY
EASTER BASKET'
Heap high with Easter treats,
brightly colored baskets are
13Y2" oval, 5" deep with styrene
handle, the perfect tote for
Easter goodies
1.27EASTERGRASS
Brighten your Easter baskets
with non-flammable Easter
grass, 2% oz bag
LAYERED
BEACH SANDALS
Give your feet the summer
beachcomber look in bright,
mum-colored EVA layered
sandals, mens, ladies and
chlldrens sizes
Broadway Shopping Center
1225 Broadway Man thru Sat
Boise, Idaho' ..Sun 10-6
CLOSED' EASTER SUNDAY
9-8
. '
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.611 S. Capitol Boulevard
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Budgeters Are
Happy,Mostly--
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 3
vance, so that -they may request
money from reserve next year a
few weeks, Instead of months,
before the activities. This cutback
from the requestsofsuchclubs as
International Students, Anthro-
pology Club, the Honors Program,
and the clubs within the Multi-
cultural Board, totalled -over
$10,000; the ASBSU budget plan-
ners are shooting for a $25,000
reserve.
Other major recommendations:
*KBSU radio was granted op-
_ erational expenses, and about half
the cost of capital improvements _
necessary to keep the station at its
present spot on the FM band was
earmarked. KBSU will try to raise
funds for the' rest this-summer.
*The Theater Arts program had
a huge reserve, and the FAB
recommended that it be kept in
next year's budget, and that
sufficient ASS money be added to
support produetlorr personnel and
supplies.
*$3,000 was earmarked for a
BSU child Carecenter, which may
be in operation next year. -UA.
Vo-Tech Instructors
May Get Professor
Ranl<ing-----
CONTINUED FROM COVER
proposal will betesubmitted for
approval at an upcoming senate
meeting, and if it meets approval,
it will go to the State Board.
According to Dr. Bullington,
BSU - Executive vice - president,
when theschool entered the state
system ,of higher education' on
January 1, 1969, the State Board
mandated that Vo-Tech Instructors
-could not achieve' academiC rank
- and were struck at the rank of
instructor. At that time there wre
four Vo-Tech instructors who had
advanced within the academic
ranking system by obtaining their
masters degrees, and their rank
was rescinded by the State Board,
according to Bullington.
Vo-Tech instructor, .Jim Tom-
kins, whose rank had been re-
scinded at that time said, "The
struggle to' establish a procedure
for ranking dragged on for ten
solid years going from committee
to committee, from office and
never getting anywhere."
On the agenda of Dr. Bulling-
ton's last meeting as president of
the university last July was an
item to restore the academic rank
of assistant professor to two
Vo-Tech instructors, Bullington
said. This item passed and aca-
demic rank was reinstated.
According to Miller, the current
_proposal was formulated by the
Professional Standards Committee
and was approved by the Vo-Tech
faculty. Miller said the purpose of
the proposal is to "recognize and
reward the expertise of those
skilled Instructors who are con-
strained because advanced de-
grees are not available in their
particular fiels," and therefor
cannot participate in the hierachi-
cal ranking system of university
faculty.
Miller saik, "Of course, there is
a dollar figure tied to academic
rank," and this proposal' would
financially reward dedicated Vo-
Tech staff members-who strive for
"proficiency and self~improve-
ment." -
If the alternate ranking sys·r.m
for Vocational-Technical faculty is
passed 111 thefaculty senate, it will
go to the State Board for final'
approval. Dr. Bullington said, "I
don't foreseeany problem with the
State Board. If. the' institution
accepts the proposal as_ fair,
equitable; and just, I don't think
the State Board Y/lllinferfere. "
-; .
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BSUNett rsPlay At
Inland Empire Invitational.
The Boise State University ten- Bronco loss was suffered at the Appleton-Megale, and the number
nis team travels to Pullman, WA hands of the University of Wash- three team of Gqurley-Jackson
this weekend for three days of Ington, (6-3). have 4-3 records.
competition at the Inland Empire Washington won the title by "Our kids played very well.
Tennis Tournament. Action gets beating the other five teams and throughout this tournament, espe-
underway Friday, April 13 and accumulating 38 points. Weber cially with the grueling scheduleof
continues through Sunday, April State picked up 33 points, BSU 32, matches." BSU Tennis CoachDan
15. Utah State 14; Washington State Owen said.
The tournament is a round 12 and idaho State 7. . "After playing Washington for
robin, and the Broncos will have Five of BSU's top six players, five hours, Sunday, our guys
an opportunity to play the same number one SteveAppleton, nurn- turned right around and played
calibre of competition as in their ber two Mike Megale, number Weber State, a very good team, .
own BSU Invitational held on the three NelsonGourley, number five and were able to win it 5-4. With
BSU courts this past weekend. Mark Jackson and number six this kind of play, we 'think we
The Broncos won four of their Greg Wall, upped their records to might be a contender for the Big
five matches, beating conference 5-2. Number four singles player, Sky title. We'll find out how much
opponents Weber State (5-4) and Mike Carr, sports a 3-4 record. of a contender we are when we
Idaho State (8-1), in addition to The number two doubles team play the University ofldaho this
beating Utah State (8-1) and of Garr-Wall has a 5-2 record, weekend at the Inland Empire
Washington State (9-0). The only while the number one team of Tournament," Owen Said. ~
Boise State Hosts All-Idaho
Collegiate .Track And Field Me.et
The Bangals have oeen Itld this Sprinters Rod Pearsall (21.90
spring by sprinter John -Mwebi 200; 47.8400; and Ken sam (10.74
(10.8 100 meters; 21.5 200 me- 1,00; 22.5 200) have looked good
ters), sprinter Brad Marshall (48.2 outdoors.
4(0), long jumper Paul Wilson Distance runner-Dave Steffens
(23-11112)and middle distance man (9:02.16 steeplechase; 14:46.83
Felix Diaz (3:53.41500 meters). 5,000), high hurdler sean Cafferty
The Broncos were Idle this past (14.3), sprinter-long jumper Ken-
weekend, following their win in rick Gamerud (48.8400; 22-10 long
the BSU Triangular with Utah jump) and hurdler Gary Little
State and Montana, March 31. The (14.4 high hurdles; 53.9 1M hurd-
Broncos also have a nucleus of les) have been showing excellent
athletes that have been persorm- progress. Ut\
Ing very well this spring.
Golfers Prepare Por Last
Road Meet Of The season
-
Boise State University will host
the All-Idaho Collegiate Track and
Field Meet, saturday, April 14 at
Bronco Stadium.' Field events and
the men's 10,000 meters will begin
at noon,
Boise State, Idaho and Idaho
State will compete in the triangu-
lar.AII three teams will enter both
men's and women's teams.
According to BSU Track Coach
Ed Jacoby, the men's meet should
be very close.
"The teams are, really well-
matched' and the meet offers a
different perspective than would a
championship meet with several
teams," Jacoby said. "'1'1 most
events, all three schoolswill score,
so it should be very close."
Jacoby said Idaho has an excel-
lent team this spring. "Idaho has
the best individual performers
they have had in several years,"
Jacoby said. "Idaho State, al-
though not as well·balanced as
they normally are, has several
good individuals and excellent
relay teams," Jacoby added.
Top performers for the Vandals
include outstanding high jumper
Bob Peterson (7-3), Sprinter
Claude DeFour (10.7 100; 21.6
200; 49.25 400), middle distance
and distance man John Trott
. (3:51.81500), and shot putter
Steve Saras (55-5112).
Return that serve...
The Boise State University golf
team plays its last road competi-
tion of the season this ThurSday
and Friday, April 12-13 at the
University of Idaho Invitat!onal in
Moscow. Ten teams will compete i
the 54 hole tournament.
The Broncos dropped a dual
match with Idaho State this past
Tuesday In Twin Falls. The Ben-
gals outshot BSU, 382-352.
Jim Wallace led the Broncos in
scoring with a 72 on the Twin Falls
Municipal Golf Course. Tim' Van
zant carded a 75, Rusty Marten-
sen followed with 76, Charles
Wardwell had a 79 and Jerry
Colivas fashioned an 80.
BSU Golf Coach John Raynor
left two of his top golfers, Joe
Hickman and Ron RaWlSat home
to give someother members of the
team an opportunity to play.
Three ISU golfers carded 695.
Steve Skaggs, Dee Swartz, and
Carl Amundson all came In at 69.
Todd Wood carded a 72 and Dave
Wolfenbarger had a 73.
"I've really been pleased with
the Improvement at Tim Van
zant," Raynor said. "He has
come around very quickly: Also,
Jim Wallace deserves a lot of
crediUor playing such consistent
golf over the last three meets,"
Raynor said. \.V\
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BOISE BOOK FARM
Supplement Your Class NOOds. Term Paper
Material from Ali to Zoology. Old, Scarce, rare
and Like New Books, Paper Backs, magazines
& Records. We Buy Books, P.B.'s and Records.
826Main St., Old Alexanders Bldg, 342-6909
Earn a pivot point designer's
diploma.
Start A Beautiful
.Career.
I.I'MIlllw 1<\!L"~1socutthc heir C,Hl'
techniques Become qualthed for
"this beautiful and rcwardtnq
career at BOisL'"S notionallv
accredited b-i':Hlly 'Ol1l'YL'. State.
Fed. and GI !.3I,ulls available.
Beauty Services at low rates
by supervised students.
Professional products sold to
Individual needs.
342·4657___ ,222 N. Latah
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We're Doing It Again, Folks!
GOING BACK TO 1972 PRICES
AT THE STEAK BARN
MONDAYS, TUESDAYS & WEDNESDAYS
DURING FEBRUARY· 5 P.M. TO 11 P.M.
'I' .1.00ONLY· '.2 STJEDINNERS
.CHOICE OF: TERIYAKB~SIRLOIN,·
PRIME RIB OR FILLET
Includes Boston Baked Beans, Squaw Bread,
Salad Bar,Soup Bar, Dessert Bar: ..
AND THE BEST STEAKS IN TOWN,
ASK ANYONE WHO HAS EATEN HERE!
\rlLLt STEAKBARN.
G·~\.IJ)ITOL~'T f~~tl ..1E4gl~
.1
I
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Women's Track At,
Universi1yOf Montana
reglonals.
The battle with calgary saw
Jody Smith (2:26 for half-mile leg)
pull into the lead, which was lost
by Lisa Johnston (2:38), regained
by Beth Rupprecht (2:29), and
lengthened by Judy Smith's fini-
shing' leg (2:25), leaving calgary
twelve seconds back.
Patty Kasel remained consistent
In the throwing events with two
seconds in the javelin and dlscus,
Kasel's javelin mark of 113'10"
was 20 feet behind winner Kellie
Stockton of U of M, and her discus
mark of 125'11Y2" was eight feet
behind Esteila Rung of cafgary.
by Beth Rupprecht
Records fell and more' women
qualified for regionals at the
University of Montana Track and
Field Invitational In Missoula on
April 7.
Top competition came from the
Canadian track team, the calgary
Spartans, who won every event in
which they had an entrant with the
exception of the shot put and the
two mile relay.
calgary's team finished with 72
points, and Boise State came in
second with 45. Following teams
were: Mont"1:ma-36,Flathead Val-
ley C.C.-19, Western Montana-10,
N. ldaho-S, and W1itwortti-3.
Since the meet was basically a
relay meet, only a few open events
were run.>
The 100 meter dash saw BSU's
Karen Osburn run two ticks under
regional qualifying with her time
of 12:72. Osburn's run placed her
fifth, behind four-event winner,
Kim Wilkinson running a 12:23 for
first.
, In another open event, the 500Q
. meter run, Beth Rupprecht again
ran under regional marks and
again broke her own school record.
Her. third place time of 18:51.99
axed eight seconds off the old
record.· .'
The mile relay, consisting of LR...:a::.:.t~ty...:K...:a=s:.:.e:..../ -l
Karen Osburn, Sue Wessels, Dar- In the shot put, Patty claimed
la Hasselquist, and Judy Smith the thrid place medal with a put of
also erased school record with 39' 9Y2". ,
their second place time of 4:12.85. Both sprint relays placed second
The year old track record was· .to calgary teams, but Boise's
4:13.0. 4x110 relay equalled their seasons
,The Boise State team was not besttime of. 49.9. The team of
far behind University of Monta- Karen Osburn, SueWessels, Kar-
. na's winning team, which ran a ma Osburn, and Connie Taylor
4:09.67 time. Both teams must run again ran under regional qualify-
4:05.8 to go to reglonals. Ing tlrne.:
Perhaps the highlight of the The 880 medley relay team
meet for the Bron'cowomen came placed second in a time of 1:54.
in the two mile relay. The relay This coming Saturday, April 14,
was the only win for the Boise the Boise State women will com-
team, and their winning time of pete in the All-Idaho triangular
9:59.31 not only broke the school meet with Idaho State and Univer-
record, but qualified the team for sity of Idaho.
BSU To Host NW·,Club
- Gymnastics Championships
More than 70 female gymnasts bre gymnastics· meet yet held In
from six northwest states wiil be the state of Idaho," BSU Gymnas-
action in the Boise State gym on tics Coach Ed Zimmer said.
Thursday and Friday, April12 and To qualify for this meet,com-
13 for the United States Gymnas- petltors must have scores averag-
tics Federation (USGF) Class 1 Ing above 8.0. Idaho qualifiers are
Northwest Regional Champlon- Boiseans·Laurel Erdoza and Linda
ships. Murdoch from Wings, Incorporat-
The meet, sponsored by the ed, and Wendy Gangwer from
BoiseWestside Optimist Club and Mike Young's Gymnastics Acade-
the Boise State Women's Athletic my.
Department, is "the highest cali- CONTINUED TO PAGE 13
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OVERLAND PARK
SUIT YOUR TASTE WITH
3 PIECE COORDINATES'
by H.D.Lee
Young handsomely styled,casuaJ and
comfortable, A great look to add to your
spring wardrobe. .
ALSO FEATURING THE
J.,ATESTIN STYLING AND
SPRINGCOLORS
by Angel Flight
BOTH COORDINATE GROUPS PRICED
BELOW $100.00.
AnENTION
with each suit purchase receive 25% off
on a1laccessorl~::":'8hlrts, ties, etc.
BSUSpring Football
Moves into Second Week
Spring football at Boise State
moves into the second week of
activity with, rain creating some
problems for afternoon' practices.
According to BSU Head Football
coach Jim Criner, the team will
practice from 3 to 5 p.m., Monday
through Friday of this week, April
9-13. The addition of a Wednesday
practices makes up for a missed
day last week because of rain.
Criner said the team will follow
this week's schedule regardless of
rain, unless it becomes too severe
for a practice. '
Criner said he was happy with
the first week, especially with his
team's attitude and effort.
"From a coaching standpoint,
the single outstanding trait so far
has been the aggressive attitude of
the team," he said. •'There are
plenty of mistakes being made out
there, but that's to be expected.
However, the entire team, par-
ticularly the defense, has, shown
the ability to run very well and we
are happy with the progress,"
Criner added.
Criner said the defense is ahead
of the offense and he expects to
see that for at least three weeks.
He said defensive tackle Doug
SCott, nose guard Willie Tufano,
linebacker 'Dan Williams and
'strong safety. Rick Woods have
displayed excellent' play on the
field.
Also, Criner said he was pleased
with the secondary and the line-
backers for honoring, their pass
Course. Six lessons will be offered responsibilities.
at a cost of $13.00 per person. Offensively, junior running back
lliose interested may sign' up for -David Hughes, Cedric Minter and
the lessons on Monday and Wed- ' Terry zahner have been kept out
nesday or on TueSday and Thurs- of most of the contact 'to allow the
day. Registration is limited to 100 other backs an opportunity to
persons. For more information, display their talents and to be
call 343-5561. Ul\ evaluated by 'the coaches. Criner
, said Greg Ward and Phil King
ine Play FiV~ Games ThisWeek have been very g09d at times.
ffiNEPS' JIEXC GE;
SI\bOO]Ni[Q,),EA<fERl" -...".~
TARWATER. .
6ACK AGAIN fOR 5 'NITfS
TH£ORIljINA1£RS Of HARD
COUNTRY MUSIC, YOV' WONr
WAIIT TO H/:;S THEH!" '
lAflllL I/,/l ,/3:, /1, /5'
David Hughes is one of a flashy triumvirate of running backs that
will return to Boise State's football team for the aimual Alumni
contest. Terry Zahner and recordholder Cedric Minter will also
return, but coachJim Criner $<IYS evenmore backs have the ability
to contribute to the Bronco attack.
omen's Fastpitch
et s Scheduled
Women's Fastpitch scheduling
ting will be held Monday,
pril16 at 7:00 p.m. at Fort Boise
mmunity Genter, for Divisions I
and II. One representative from
eactrteam must be present. A
, $100.00 deposit must be paid by
April 13 to guarantee a place in the
league. League play begins in
rll1ay. For further information, cali
Bobbie Kay at 384-4148, 384-4256.
omen's Golf
"essonsStart Soon
Registration begins: April 16 at
ort ,BOise GommlJ~ity,Gente( for.
nien'sgolf lessons. beginning
pril 30 at the Warm Springs Golf
The Boise State Broncos play
e non-conference game this
eek against Northwest Nazarene
ore continuing Nor-Pac Confer-
ce play against touch Gonzaga
is weekend.
The Broncos, 14--14 overall and
in league play, meet NNC,
ednesday, April ,11 in Nampa,
at 3 p.m. BSU hosts Gonzaga,
turday and Sunday, April 13-14
the BSU diamond for a pair of
ubleheaders. The Saturday
get underway at 1 p.rn.
unday's games start at noon.
The Broncos dropped three of
ur games this past weekend to
e University of Idaho in Mas-
ow. Saturday, the Broncos
ropped the twin-bill, 5-3 and 8-4.
Senior second baseman Steve
McMannon set two more single
season records, complimenting
the runs-batted-in record he set
last week. McMannon hit his tenth
home run of the season against the
Vandals, breaking the 1976 single
season record of nine set by John
McHenry and Mike Lavoie. He
had five total bases in the game,
breaking the single season total
bases record, of 95 set in 1976 by
Eddie Yurick.
. BSU rebounded to take the first
game of Sunday's doubleheader,
10-6. Senior left fielder Jim Daw-
son went three for four at the
plate,includlng two home runs
and a double.
UI came back to take the
nightcap, 8-3. ~
Steve McMannon set new BSU
records for runs-batted-in and
home runs last week.
Want to Spend this Summer SAILING
the Caribbean? The Pacific? Europe?
Cruslng other parts of the world abroad
sailing or power yachts? Boat owners
need crews I Fro freo Information. send
a 15 cent stamp to Xanadu, 6833 So.
Gessner, Suite 661, Houston, TX
77ll'I6.
.European \Motors 'inc.
Specializing in:'
VW,Porsche, .. '\
Audi, I
Repairs'!
& Sales
~Werre th'l' Expertsr
-Rudy Quallio
Owner-Mgr.
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Two good battles appear to be
shaping up on offense, at tight end
and-at quarterback .. Tight ends
Jim Balch, Duane Dlouhy, and JC
transfer Kevin Raullerson are all
playing very well:
The four quarterbacks, Joe AIi-
otti, Kevin McDonald, Dave De-
Mers and' John Barrett are all .
-getting training and experience at
the position, but according to
Criner, none has had. enough
repetition to emerge from the,
group.
The offensive line has been the
slowest unit of the team to come
along, but Criner said this is
because of the volume of tech-
niques and fundamentals. they
must learn.
The, Broncos are preparlnq for
the annual Blue-White intra-squad
scrimmage in Buhl, ID, Saturday,
April 28 at 3 p.m. The ninth
annual Alumni Game Is set for
7:30 p.m. on Saturday, May 5 in'
Bronco Stadium. The game fea-
tures the 1979 varsity against the
BSU alumni, comprised mostly of
former Broncos from the past
three years. lJc\
Intramural Report
The. coming good weather All teams be sure to pick up
brings spring coed intramural schedules and rules so you know
softball, which got off to a bound- what day and time you all go Into
ing start, last week. action.
. The competition is as fierce as Final results of volleyball were
ever with several teams jumping left out of the news accidentally so,
off to a good lead. .. we'll set it straight now.
The Ballsofts defeated A-1 and Peggy's Punchers defeated era-
T-7:12-7 and Plaza's Players zy Creepers in a play-off game and
walloped P.U.B.F. 22-10. Towers PG & S did the same to Big and
5 forfeited to the Shockers giving Little Feat.
the Shockers an easy win. The Sig On the championship game
Eps also got a win by a forfeit from between PG & S and Peggy's
'Mike's Maulers but the Magicians Punchers, IV & S outspiked their
had a tough time beating Batti- opponents and Captured the final
mers by one, 9-8. The Aggies #1 spot. Ul\
defeated AZ with a 21-16 victory.
Gymnastics Championships--
Dan Williams [top] and Ric
Woods [bottom] were both cited
for excellent play during spring
practice. .
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 12
Washington will have 33 en-
trants, Oregon 17. There will be
ten from Montana,nine from
Hawaii, and one gymnast from
Alaska.
, Yumi Moruery of Seattle, WA is
the highest qualifier in the meet,
according to Coach Ed Zimmer.
Mordery enters the competition
with a 9.1 average. Sh!:l represents
Seattle Gymnastics, Incorporated.
Mordery's coach is a former Boise
State gymnast, Jackie Carringer.
Twelve year old Tracee Talavera
of the Oregon Academy of Artistic
Gymnastics in Eugene took top
spot in this meet last year. Tracee
was recently in.Sports Illustrated's
April 2, 1979 "Faces in the
Crowd" section as third place
winner in·· the American Cup
Gymnastics Meet in Madison
Square Garden,
Compulsory routines are set for
2:00. and 6:30 p.m. Thursday,
April 12. Optional routines will be
at 10:30 a.m. and 3:00 p.m. on
Friday, April 13. Final Competi-
tion. will begin .at 7:30 Friday
evening.
Admission for all preliminary
events is $2.00 for adults and
$1.00 for children. Finals competi-
tion tickets are $3.00 adult and
$1.50 for children. ~
DINNER~NU.....
Chicken
·SahDon
Halibut
Top Sirloin .12oz. '
New YOlrk Cut,12 oz.
BamSteak '.
$3.50
5.95
5.95
·7.95
8.95
·3~9S
\"
.;,
~.~
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.Put a Touch of Magiclnto Your'Night
The 1979MlssBSU
_SCholarship Pageant
SUSAN'SHAKWEllER
Miss BSUl978-79
General
Admission:
Students:
.50
Adults:
$1.00
The Sheraton Downtowner
Soundwest
Madison's
Johnson Floral
'Wilkins & Roan, Inc.
Milkr·Steph4n
- Intennountmn Glass Co.
John Robert Power,
Magic N'Stuff
Scott Shoes
Saturday,
April 14
"7:oopm
Special Events
Center
Guest Vocalist
I
, Sue Croner &
.RandY Gerdes
- Presented By -
The ASBSU Public Relations Department .
Programs Board
The Sheraton Doumtoumer
John Robert Powers
_ KBBK
M.C. ,~
Susan Eby
Guest Stars:
Don Kelly
Jack Armstrong
.- SponsOl'ild BII -
Q', Trophy Cabin
Capital Car Stel'Bo
Sound World .
Call Jeweler'
~ Ga:r Station .
SUMIriMCo.
Jake's·
Stmte PiaRD &Orgati
.C<uoBlmieCi .
'Brookovers
WEDNESDAYAPRIL1 ~
·In-ll1l-
lOOI\UJI
The Bazaar
Tu~e%
DiatFinance ,
Southworth Discount Stationers
HoLringerMtuic '
Bras' Lamp Pizza
Albertlon'l '
Bee" PIIOtwraP/II
Canliflal4 &Allociatel
The CIlbicle
Doise State Programs Board
Presents: "
April 11
.6:00PM
On the lawn
between SPEC
Center and SUD
Performance will
be held in SPECCenter
if skies are cloudy
n ening!
81 0
" The Best Voung .Comic In The BusineS$ "
Johnny Carson
,\pril18 8:15pm
Student Union Ballroom
Broth~r Sun, Sister Moon focuses on the early years of Francis of
Asslsl, the founder of the Roman Catholic order of -Franclscans, He
s~)Ughtc0l!'munion with the natural world by renounclnq the riches of
hts family Inorder to seek his ow.n destiny unencumbered by material
possesslcns. Francis was, in a sense, history's first "drop-out;" he left
a life of comfort to se~k a spiritual union wlih the world:-a philosophy
which was then, as It [s today,'very hard to understand and accept.
Brother Sun. ~Ister Moon is anuncomrnontv rewardlno and meanlnoful
film experience. ' .'. . . ,...
8pm to~"Opm
Songwriter 6
Guitarist
stop 'Byanc(Relax
-Free Coffee
Punch"&" Munchies
-BSl.fSfudents
S.U.P.B.
Brother Sun,
Sister Moon
April 15th
HAPPY EASTER .
8:00pm .
Special Events
center
.; _A__P_R_I_L_'_'_, _'_97_9 ---:"'---:... l~=:·!;\Ql1"E RtT ' I;.!t~~1"-' --U-N-IV-E .....R-S-I-T-Y-A-R-B-IT-E-R-.....'-5---
, Dancesand songs from Greece,Salpan, and Nigeria, not to mention Japan, the Philippines, pnlookers enjoyed the secOndannual International Students' Festival last Friday. Iran's
Palau, Latin America, Indonesia, and the good old U.S. ofA., filled the stage as appreciative Qsrlush Safar-Fashandl eriJceedthe event, hosted by BSU's International Student Union.
, Photo: Robert Williams
rn ti
by Mary Lou Virgil
A little piece of the world came
· to BSUthis last Friday night as the
· International Students of BSU
presented their second Annual
Food, Song and Dance Festival.
The' night began with a taste of
food from over'40 different coun-'
tries. Everything from, Slew Lun
Chua from Malaysia to Khoroshte
.from Badengone was available
biJffet style to a crowd that filled
theSUB Ballroom. Things did get
· off to a slow start with some
/..()O~ AT lHf:
CsU'f, dN· n4Af
BII;(E". I-IES Q~LL
, C{211ISt~/1
, NoW,·Stocking
. WESCO ,
, B!VadWay J B~
343-3474
fFood,Song
people-having to wait up .to an
bour and a half to reach the food
tables. But the food madeup for it
all, "and as Rob Perez, ASBSU
president; commented, "I don't
know'what it Is, but it's good," as
he passed by from getting his
second helping. '
After a short welcome, from
RazmlkRanjbar of. Iran, president
of BSU's International Students'
. Club, the night's entertainment
got under way. Every act dis-
played a song or dance that was
representative of some culture
from one of the four comers of the
globe. From the east came an
Indonesian Welcome Dance by
, Tina Sulistyana, showing graceful-
ness and beauty that goes with'
many eastern cultures. The south
brought to the audience an array
of songs and dances inclualng
several Mexican hat danceS and
the song "Un Canto de Amistad"
from a group of students from
South America. From the west
came a selection of Greek Dances
presented by five ,young ladies in '
sailor attire. And last but not least
the north end of the globe was
represented with a gultarlvocal
Dan Festival
duet by· two U.S. citizens from
BSU. '
In between,' before and during
each act, the evening's Master of
Ceremonies, Dariush satar-
Fashandi of Iran" kept the audi-
enceentertained with his array of"
jokes and comments. As props
werebeing movedaroundor being,
fixed, Sahirkept everything going,
tying it all together.
Safar candidly brought the en-
tire evening all together with his
opening comment that even
though the International Food,
SOng, and, Dance Festival 'was
presented to put on a show, to let
everyoneknow what his culture is
like, that all there were brothers
and sisters with d Commongoal...
to someday receive a piece of
paper stating slhe was a college
graduate, Or as .satar said it:
"During the' past year many
,things have happened in this
world...There have been peace
andwars, revolutions and counter-
revolutions, melt-downs and
freezeups, but the most important
, event of the past year, folks, was
that I gra(iuatedll. l.IA
Songwriter, Poet to Perform.
. .'
at Boise GdUe-ryof Art'
Songwriters RosalieSorrels and
Terry Garthwaite and poet Bobble
Louise Hawkins will appear Wed-
nesday. April 11, at the Boise
Gallery of Art. The public Is
invited to the free performance,
which will begin at 8 p.m.
The three women give their
show a It pleasing diversity." ao-
cording to the Boston Phoenix.
Each, In,herown way, tells stories,
and'not by assuminga role but by
clearly projecting both the story
line and her own personality.
Allowing us to see both the mask
and the 'face-behind it, they make
the stories as alive as they are-a
small trick, but the mark of great
story-tellers. "
The poetry Series, in honor,of
the late Charles David Wright,
poet and protessor of English at
Boise State, Is funded by,a grant
from the National Endowment for
the Arts with contributions from
the Boise Public ReadingsConsor-
tium. Project director is carol
Mullaney, BSU associate profes-
SOl' of English. ' l.IA
......
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JACK LEMMON
JANE FONDA
MICHAEL DOUGLA~ m
.
The women of Delta ~/ta Delta. sorority. <,
Greek 'Row~
.Delta Delta Delta
breakfasts. At the present time we
by Mary Ann Hadzor ; are preparing for Greek week
, Beta Eta Chapter of Delta Delta activities and are leaving from the
Delta was founded on the Bolse S.U.B. at 6:30 pm. and will travel
State University campus on May 6, from bar to bar around town.
1969, with 13 Charter members. We are also involved with
Since then our membership has community service projects. Our
continued to grow. We have had,a National Philanthropy is Cancer
total cif 130,Inl,tiated members to Research in Children and every
date. At the current time Delta year at Christmas time we are
Delta Delta has 'Zl members and 3 involved with' a project for
new pledges. M.S.T.1. called "Slelghbell
Some of the Chapter'tradltlons Days." ,
for Beta Eta Chapter include ' Also very important to Delta
Founderis Day, which Is celebrat- Delta Delta is scholaStics. each
ed the fv10ndaybefore ThankSglv- pledge class Is put on a study table
ing with a banquet for the entire until the time of Inltiatiohfor
Chapter and alumnae, and our minimal grade point average must
annual Christmas dance which be met In order to be Initiated ..
. .was held this year at the Basque The benefits of Trl-Delta sora-
Center. In attendance were one- rity life are unilmited. It Improves
hundred seventy-five people In- our character .and prepares us for
eluding parents, alumnae,' and, living and coOperating with other
chapter members. ", people throughout our lifetime.
Beta Eta Chapter is involved In
many other social activities each Greek Row will appear weekly in
year, including such things as The Arbiter to spread the word of
outside speakers, dress' house the BSU Greek System. Each
dinners, exchanges with" fraternl- .social Greek organization will be
ties, and sororities, week-end featured separately to bring out
retreats, dateless Wonders, Chap- the focal points of each organiza-
ter IPledge sneak, and kidnap tion. UA
}**********************************
i in $2500. l
ifor your Homecoming ~
i Theme 'Idea . -i
~ *.... 1. Entrants must be ful~ or part-
~ time BSU students or BSU alumnI. ~
~ 2. Entries must be typed and must ~
~ be signed with entrant's name, *'* student number ,or the word, ~
~ "alumni", phone number,address )1:
*' included. i
~ 3. Themes should be short, prefer- *:
it ably less than 10words, and should :
*: express the oonceot of Homecom- *
~ 1ngas It relates to the University as ~*' a whole. - ~
~ 4. You may enter as many times ea ;}
: you like. . . ~
~ All entries must be ~i brought to The i
a: Booksto,,',r,e,• SUB priori
~to the April 15, 1979 a:
~ Deadline. ~
i 1st plaCei~ will ~ awarded a i
: $25 ~ prize ~wI!1 be used as *:
~ the 1979 Homecoming theme. ~
~(prIZedonated by the B.A.A.] ~
**: Entries become the property .of tho .!
,. BSUHomecoming Committee., ....
: The decision ofthe judge5is final. i
~"(~d paid for by the Bookstore) ,: .t*************** **********.·
'HURRICANE
.~
HALLMARK
REUASIHG CORP. presents
~~DON'T
LOOK ~NEBASEMENT"
~ 66LAST HOUSE ON THE LEFyr'
~ uHOUSE THAT VA.NISHED"
'~ 66DOH'TOPEN THEDOOR"
~
'Ihere is only one
sofe place ...
ineadi athers arms:
STARTS THURSDAY
AT 7:30 & 10:00
••• THE DAY THE INSANE TOOK OYER THE ASYLUM!
FRIDAY ONLYll
SALLY
'i' FIELD
ii (ii),', ,~
Weekdays at 7:00 & 9:15
Matinees Sat & Sun
2:15,4:30, 7:00 & 9:45,
STARTS FRIDAY
OPEN -7:lJO-SHOWAT 7:30
ACADEMY AWAJD '
WINNING PROG~MI!
WARREN JULIE'
BEAm' CHRISTIE
HD__ =_==-=r.III=· "',~.~
70SI O'lNlond rd.
:::~~ti:;:~--------';--'----------~::::
(2~ UNIVERSITY ARBITER t7K _
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Andre' Kole:
'World Traveling Illusionist"
People rnatertallzlnq, dematerl- rriangle and psychic surgery "
allzlng, dlslntegrating, levlta- . .'. . . . .
ting-It's all part of Andre Kole's '!' skilled IllUSIOniSt Since early
"World of Illusion," an unusual ~hlldhood and one of the top three
magic show scheduled for April Inventors of magical effects, Kole
16, at the BSUgymnasium. has performed before hundreds of
Kole, a world-traveling illusion- mllll~n.s of people .in live and
ist for more than a decade televislon audiences In all 50 U.S.
attempts to accomplish (on stage) sta.tes, South, America, Europe,
that which Is "impossible" rather Asia ~d. Afnca-":lOre ~han 70
than what is possible. countrtes m all. He IS assisted by
Asa usual feature of his StlOW, his daughter Robyn, who is one of
Kole draws on his research as a the few female magicians ot this
psychic Investigator to "bring out" era.
the truth behind communication A number of years ago Kole was
with the dead, transcendental challenged to investigate the mira-
levitation, and other psychic phe- .cles of Jesus from the viewpoint of
nornena, as well as the Bermuda a professional illusionist. Discov-
eries he made during that investi-
gation changed the entire course
of his life, he says, and sharing
those discoveries with his audl-
ences is also a part of this
fast-paced production. Andre Kole
is a special traveling representa-
tive for Campus Crusade for Christ .
International.
Special arrangements for Andre
Kola's appearance is sponsored by
Campus Crusade for Christ of .
Boise State University. Tickets are
3.50 at the door. Advance tickets
for this production can be obtained
at the SUB Info Booth for $3.00.
ShOW lime will be 7:00 p.m,
~
Fritz
n Exhibit
The Works, Of
scholder Now
quick to disagree: "On the con-
trary, I see In the Indian con-
sciousness the hope of the coun-
try. Although I have painted what
often appears to be ugly Indians, I
have tried to paint the torture that
It seems to be the Indians have
had togo through.", Scholder is
also noted as saylng,i'To rna,
,the key work for the American
. Indian Is 'paradox.' The Indian's
loyalty Is to his heritage, but the
problem Is how to function In the
dominant society (the non-Indian
society). Even the most sophisti-
cated Indians emerging from the
universities have to contend with
this-they must live in two Worlds.
The same paradox occurs In my
w.ork.... '~ ,
The G!3-lIeryhours are Tuesday-
, Friday, 10 a.rn. to 5 p.m.; Wed-
nesday, 10 a.m. to 9 p.m.:
Saturday and Sunday, 12 noon to 5
p.m.; closed Mondays. Ul\
works from 1966 to 1978. The
subject matter, for which Scholder
is most widely known, is primarily
the Native American Indian ren-
dered In a way that Is different
from more traditional portrayals of
Indians In Arnerican art. His style
combines elements of .Abstract
ExpreSsionism, Surrealism, and
Pop.' .. '
The figures of detailed greens,
purples, and oranges are vibrantly
balanced against solld., bright
backgrounds. Typically, his Indian
portraits portray his subjects In
bizaare situations which depend a
great deal, on Baconlan distor-
tlon-all a part of what Scholder
calls a new Interpretation of the
American Indian scene In painting
.rtlielndlanreal,not .red." But by
painting the. Indian In the real
world, the artist has often !>OOn
criticized by his own people who
believe he hates the Indians to
A leader in a controversial,
dramatic, and new Indian painting
movement today, Scholder, at one
time, vowed he would "never
paint the Indian because every-
. body else was doing It ... .1 realized
that the subject had always been
placed ina certain context, and I
thought, you know, that somebody
ought to do It differently." AI~
though one quarter Lulseno Indian'
and considered. Indian by the
United States government, he was
not reared a$ an Indian. . .
Now on exhlblt at the Boise
Gallery of Art are a collection of
Paintings. and prints by Fritz
Scholder, .an lnternatlonally-
known artist.
The exhibition will· continue,
through May 6, and will tnclude
selections of sohotder's large,
colorful 011 and acrylic paintings
and his high contrast graphic
Trivid R' t
bX Mark C. Brough
1. Bob Hope's first radio work was
a guest on whose radio shoW!
2. V'v11atactress, when making her' .
speech for her best-actress Oscar
said, "I accept this very gratefully
for keeping my mouth shut. I
think I'll do It again."
3. V'v11atPop-Rock group~ released
. these albums: A). Surrealistic·
Pillow . B) American Women C)
Elephant Mountain 0) Aftermath
E) SiJrf City F) GOing Places G)
V'v11eelsof Fire H) Machine Head
I) Axis: Bold As LOve J) Idlewild
'South.
4. V'v11atU.S. President did James
West serve In the television series,
"The Wild, Wild West"?
5. Five no-hit games· were pitched
in major league baseball In 1962.
Do you recall who pitched them?
6. \,IVho pfayed Garbo's lover,
Armand, In "Camille"?
7. V'v11atmusical Is "Day by Day"
from? .•.
8. V'v110 played the character
"Weed" in the lV western,
"Rawhide"? .
9. V'v11lchcollege did each player
play basketball at? A) Austan Carr
B) Bill Bradley C) Oscar Robertson
, 0) Elvin Hays .
10. V'v11oplayed Tarzan and Jane
in "Tarzan and the Amazona" >
1945?
<,
The
Stereo
Shoppe ,-
I
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BSU Faculty Recital Series
ToConclude Friday, April 13
perform, assisted by Dr. Gerald
Schroeder, plano and Dr. John
Baldwin, percussion. .
Tickets for the recital will be
available at the door: adults $2.00, J?C~m.J"J
students $1.00, BSU faculty, stu-
dents, .and senior citizens free.
lJl\
.,.-'.
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The 1978-79Boise State Univer-
sity Faculty Artist Recital Series
will conclude with a recital Friday,
April 13,inlhe Special Events
Center at 8:15 p.m.
William Tayhji"; .baritone; Jo-
seph Baldassare, guitar, and
Michael Samball, trombone, will
Seminar Set By BSUApril19
1\1anagement Productivity ~~~~LJ
If you're an experienced mana- acted as consultant for AT&T
C ....----
ger who could use an extra hour RCA, Humble Oil Co.. and othe~ M· BSU'"A T h f M ."
everyday, attend Improving Man- U.S. businesses. ISS oue 0 ogle
agement Productivity, a workshop Workshop topics will include ..... . . .
sponsored by the BSU Business Improvement suggestions for Iist-
School Professional Development ing objectives, writing plans, sell-
Programs. Ing ideas, holding meetings, man-
T. Frank Hardesty, a national aging time, writing letters and
management consultant, will con- memos, and verbal persuasion.
duct !he seminar for the American Those who register. before
Management Associations Thurs- March 26 will receivea$5discount
day, April 19, from 9:00 a.m. to from the $95 registration fee. A
4:30 p.m. in the Boise Holiday Inn discount will also be offered for
Malokai room. firms sending groups of five or
Hardesty is director of Payco more persons to the seminar.
American Corp., Columbus, Ohio, For further lntorrnatlon and
and a management consultant who registration for the workshop
has conducted seminars through- contact Bob Jameson, School of
out the U.S. and abroad. He has Business,385-1294. IJl\
Applications Due
by Glade Williams
Three' Boise State University
coeds will" be center stage Satur-
day, April 14 at 7:00 p.m. in the
Special Events center when they
compete for the 1979-80Miss BSU
crown.
The three contestants are.Nancy
Wheatly, 1978 Miss Boise and a
runner-up in the 1978-79 Miss
Idaho pageant; Brenda Kay
Bragg, past runner-up in several
pageants including the Miss Twin
Falls pageant; Aleta Sales, is
cur~ently the acting Miss Boise
TEll E
Foster Parent clcsses
The ernotlonal needs of foster children. and foster
parent stress will be discussed In a one day .
.Workstmp.April 26 at the BSU Staff Development
Center.. 801 Reserve Street, beginning at 9:30
a.m.
A session on adjustment problems of the foster
family will be held April 19 In the Idaho Dept. of
Health and Welfare, Caldwell office at 7 p.rn.
For further Information about these classes,
contact SUsan Lavelle, 384-3127. •
Vocal Recital
Catherine Gllk, soprano, Sara Jean Duggin and
Janet Owen, mezzo sopranos, will present a vocal
music program April 12 at 4:40 p.rn, In the Music
Recital Hall. The public Is Invited to attend free of
charge.
Title?
Songwriters Rosalie Sorrels and Terry Garthwaite
and poet Bobby louise Hawkins will appear
Wednesday, April 11, at the Boise Gallery of An
and Thursday, April 12, at the SUB Lookout
Room.
The public is Invited to attend the performances
which will both begin at 8 p.rn. '
Wil Collins Memorial
Scholarship
The National Association of Purchasing Manage-
ment, Treasure Valley Chapter, has established a
Wli Collins Memorial Scholarship at BSU In
honor of the late director of pu;chaslng there.
Friends and associates wishing to donate to ttlls
memorial scholarship are asked to make dona-
tions payable to NAPMlldaho, Treasure Valley
Chapter, p.O. Box 9201, Boise, ID 83707, or to"n~~Norma Ireland, Purchasing Office, 385-
Phi Kappa Phi Initiation'
Initiation ceremonies' for Phi Kappa Phi honors
soclelty will be April 16 at 4 p.m. In the Ada
Lounge of the SUB. .
Dr. H.K. Fritchman, professor of Biology, will be
the speaker at a banquet follOWing the Initiation.
Foreign language Colloquium
Dr. Luis J. Valverde Z., BSU. professor of
romance languages, will present a paper Ih
Spanish a1 the April 19 foreign languagell
colloquium at 4 p.rn, In the Teton Room of the
SUB.
Valverde's subject Is "La MuJer Hlspanai Ayer
Hoy y Mananal" (TIie Hispanic Woman: Yester:
day.. Today and Tomorrow)
Spring lunch
The Faculty Wives and Women annual spring
luncheon will be Saturday, April 14, at noon In
the SUB. The price of the lunclieon Is $4.65, and
all faculty women, staff; wives, and their guesta
are Invited... . ..
For reservations call Penny Waldorf, 361-9410;
Peggy Clark, 343-6026, or Ruthann Caylor,
. 344-7075,
Appucations are now being accepted lor the BSU
Campus in Spain program for the 1979-80
academic year.
For lurther information contact Dr. John Beitla,
385-'J544. .
Education Office Personnel
The Idaho Association of Educational Office
Personnel seventh annual spring conference will
be April 20-21 in the Boise Holiday Inn.
For further information about the conference,
~~kMaudle Garretson, IAEOP president,·
Grantsmanship Workshop
A proposal wntlng (grantsmanship) workshop
will be conducted et BSU April 26-27 free of
charg' ".-' students; facultY and fl1,"
For f~rther Information, contact Dr. Will Over-
gaard '..' "C
Time Management
A one-hour workshop on time management will
be condllrtN1 lor BSU employees by Dr. James
Wlltardlng, April 12 at 3 p.m, In the Nez Perce
room of the SUB. Pleaso call the Personnnel
Office 385-1616, If you plan 10 .~ttend.
Doctor TypewritersCalculafors
Vo-Tech business maChine repair programs
students will work on nut-of-order electric
typewriters and calculators for BSU faculty, staff,
and srudents. ff you have a machine needing
repair, contact Don Jones at 385-3253, or bring It
to V. 204 (the round Vo-Tech building) from 9:30
a.m. to 2:30p.m. weekdays.
Study Abroad
Would you like to study abroad while obtaining
BSU credit? Deadllne10r applying for fall term,
1979, study at Cologne, London, and Avlgnon
campuses Is May 1. For fun her Information and
application forms, contact John Robenson,
365-3471, or Penny Schoonover, 385-3508.
Faculty Recital Series
The 1978--79BSU Faculty Artlst Recital Sarles will
conclu 'n t: ., I:,v, April 13, with a recital In the
Special Events Center at 8:15 p.m. with William
Taylor. n"ilonn; Joseph Baldassare, guitar; and
Michael Samball, trombone.
Tickets for the recital will be available at the door:
adults, $2.00; nvn-BSU students, $1.00; BSU
faculty, BSU students, and senior citizens, free.
FoCUSDe9dline
The April Issue of Focu. will go 10:the printer
April 20. Items for publication should be
submitted to the Information Services office,
Administration Building Rm. 123, 385-1562, by
April 13.
anc Was a first runner-up In the narrated by Don Kelly and Jack
Miss BSU pageant in 19n-78. Armstrong, also Sue Croner and
Eachgirl will be judged on three Randy Gerdes will sing several
qualltles, evening gown, swim songs dealing with magic and the
suit, and talent. The talents that magic .of .love, tying together the
will be demonstrated all deal with theme of this year's pageant "A
the art of dancing in one form or Touch of Magic."
another; Nancy Wheatly will be _ Pageant tickets can be picked up
doing a ballet routine, Brenda Kay at the BSU Informailon Booth In
Bragg a jazz dance,and Aleta the SUB, from any Kappa Sigma
Sales an interpretive jazz routine. Fraternity members, or purchased
The program entertainment will at the door that evening. BSU
include a magic routine by the student admission is $.50 and
current- Miss BSU, Susan Shank- general admission is $2.00. Ul\
weiler, a madly of magic song
Information for this space is provided by the Office of',
Inf~rmation Services, Ad. Bldg.•Rm123, or phone 385-1562
. . .
,.
Diamonds with true fashion flair-
and price tags $250 and under!
a, Two diamonds, $225
Student Accounts b. Four diamonds, $225
Welcome c. Three diamonds, $250
All in 14 karatgold ..
Elegant gift wrap at no extra charge.
Zales and Friends make wishes COmetrue.
~ Open: ~-~~:",I ~~~ rff;~'rl~
weekdays Also available; Zales R~volving Charge .
10am· 7 pm, Z AL·ES· HILLCREST PLAZA
~Saturday .... SHOPPING CENTER
1~:~~pm, The Diamond Store
12n- 5 pm, Illustration. enlarged.
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'lS~~i~~~~ f . Ii· .··4···· · ·· .. · T·····_·~Aw..:;;. _wm'lAi&·l
~~~1Emphasis ~:~: . . . . . ~ :::~ ,imi:::: W . .;.: . .. ":;'.2nd 1I00r SUB3B5.1464 6-5weekdays :::::
~~~j eek ~~j: .... ..::::~:::;;.::::::::;:;:;:;:;,:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;)~~~:
~ Featuring: il WED ~
1~~\Tarwater ~1j: WED :~~~:
:~~~April 11,7:301 April 18 April 11 :m
:,":::.'::SUB Ballroom ::.: Lecture: Comedian Kelly Monthelth. 8:15 Boise LIttle Theater: "Four In A Garden," ::.:::.:::p.m., SUB Ballroom. . . Jay Sherlock. Director. Call 342-51('4 for Clown Troupe: "Kit N' xaooocre." snow In
:.:.. ,'.' Info the Quad at 6 p.rn. (Special Events Center ,'.:.
:~~~:Open House t ~~~~:~~ I~or an~~ ~:io sg.~I,~1S~:II~ . ~~~rt?~~~~os~:let~~el~~bb~~~I~~ :~I~~at:~~~~ bad). Juggling workshop to :~~~~
i~i~:April 12, 7:30:~:~Pre-ReglstreUon: last ~VaeyntRseg'Cel.ntrtarer.-sOf- pH.~k~~si~~~:17errlyG.artnwaue, Begins at'8, IncomoTox Assistance: 3-9 p.rn. SUB, Last :~~~:,.... ..' Wed, available for assistance. ,.'
:~i~:SUB Bollroom ':::: f1cewill accept schedule request forms for t!
".I.:i.I:.f'::"'",:::'::;::;';:;":':':'''''':'':/~ ~::~~~"~~~"" ~~" '_~~~;;,~~~~:~::;~~~,:~:~~;;., .m.·' p.m.• Adrn!nt •..,.~I:.I,:.,
Writing and Reefer." Channel 7, 4:3D-5:3O: TH JED
:.:.: Varsity Basehall: BSU vs BYU, 1 p.rn., n .:.:'I ~~~E:~r"-",,,,",m, 'p," " I
:::: Pre-Registration: 8-7, Administration Bldg. Bolso Llttlo Thoater: "Four In A Garden," :~:~:
:::: Ebony Foshlon Show: 8:00 p.m .. at. the t:~.Sherlock, Director. Call 342-5104 for :::::
:~: rodeway Inn. Sponsored by Boise Branch of p'resents:::::::: NAACP. Cost Is $12.00, Includes subscrlp- BSU Gallory 01 Art: "Faculty Show: Part :.:.:
:::: tlon to Ebony. Call 345-3366 for Info. It." all media exhibition by faculty mem- ~::::
:::: Damo Soghop: will be meeting at the the works of bers of BSU, through April 19. :::::
:::: Multicultural Center at 5:00 p.m. All Senior Voice Recital: Sara- Duggin. Janel :::::I,m,,_~:~oo:::~~:~~,.. "Fritz =E:.~;~,;;'~~;:~~I
:::: TKE's In the Big four Room, 9-3. For Info Scholder" Poetry Reading: Rosalie Sorrels, Terri::::
.:.: call 343-5163. Gar1hwalte, Bobble louisa Hawkins. 8 ..:.:.
:::: Phi Kappa Phi Honora Society: Spring p m SUB Lookout :::::I ;;,~;:;;~:~':~ ~~:.;;~;~~?~:5:!~!~;I
i:~:M~glc Show: Andre Kale, world-traveling eBJ ~~:~:
:::: illusionist to present unusual magl~ ~how.' rnrfl :::::
.' ~:: 7:00 p.m. BSU GyrT1.Cost Is $3.50 at the BSU Conservation Info broup: every Man- :::::
:.:. door and $3.00 at the SUB Info Booth. ,day at 5:00, SU!3 Bannock Room. April 13 :::::
:::: welcome to attend. Faculty Recital: William Taylor, Baritone :::::::::te!.UU. April 15 and Joseph Baldassare. 'Guitar. 1l:15 p.m. Boise Little Thooter: "F.Qur In A Garden," ::::::::: iiiiiiI l"@!l . In the Special Events Center. Jay Sherlock, Director. Call 342·5104' for':::~
Movie: "Brother Sun and Sister Moon. ". Women's Torinls: BSU Invitational. BSU,
,8:00 p.m. In the Special Events Center. .Admission: . students $.50, non-students Montana State, 10. 10 State; Central Varsity Baseball: BSU vs Gonzaga. double-.
$1.09. ,Homecoming Thome Contost: last day to eST' Washington. 'headers at1 D.m. and n09n.
submlt'entrles. 'an Studen. Resdlentlal Life: dead'tlne for ~
applications for resident director. ' .. •. .'.
April 14 Pre-Registration: last day of advising
period. .
Boise little Thooter: "Four'ln A Garden," Religious Emphesls Week: Student Open
Jay Sherlock, Director. Call 342-5104 for Miss BSU Coolest: 8 p.m .• Special Events House. 7:30 p.m. In the SUB Ballroom.
Info. Center. Entertainment. refreshments. sharing. and
Faculty WIVes and women: fashion sho\'> Income Tax Asslstanco: 9-5, SUB. Last day fellowship. No charge ..
and luncheon, noon, SUB Ballroom. for assistance.
-Varsity Basoball: BSU vs Gonzaga Unlv., WOr:lOl1'STennis: BSU Invitational, all day,
noon, here. Track end field:· All-Idaho Men's and
Women's Meet, women at 10 a.m. In
Bronco Stadium, men at 2 p.m. In Bronco
Stadium.
::::
HELP WAr ....
Teach Overseas! For Details. send·
sell-addressed. stamped long envelope
to: Teaching, Box 1049, San Diego, CA
92112.
OVERSEAS JOBS .Summer /year round
Europe, S. America. Australia, Asia.
Ect. All Fields $500-1,200 monthly.
Expenses paid. Sightseeing. Free
information. Write: IJC: P.O. Box
.52-57; Corona Del Mar, CA 92652
Jobsl Lake Tahoe, calill Fantastic tlpsl
$1.7(J(}.4,000summerl Thousands stili
needed. casinos. Restaurants. Ran-
ches. Cruisers. Send $3.95 for appllca-
tlonsllnfo. to: Lakewood AE, Box
60129. Saeto,CA 95860.
Sophomores, Juniors. & Sonlors:
looking fora par1-tlme job? Get a jump
on a summer job with good Income,
flexible hours. and real experience In
the business world. Credit possible.
Northwestern Mutual Life. Call Hank
or Sue at 377-0210.
REPRESENTATIVES WANTED
For promotion of Intornatlolllll bus IIntn
In Europe and Asia. expeditions In
Africa and South. America. Camping
tours. Educational tours. Almost any
travel arrangement organized. Magic.
Bus. Oarnr~,87. Amsterdam, Holland.
Easy ExtroJncomol $500/$1000 Stuff-
Ing. Envelopes-Guaranteed Send Self-
Addressed. stamped envelope to: DEX-
TER ENTERPRISES. 3039. Shrine PI.,
LA. CA 90007
SUMMER JOBS IN ALASKA
High Pay; $6OO-$2000/month. Parks,
Fisheries. and more. How, Where, to
get .Jobs?Send $2 to Alasco. P.O. Box
2480, Goleth, CA 93018.
Experienced bus person for quallty-
oriented seafood restaurant. Apply In
perron between 2:00 and 4:00. Wed-
nesday through Friday. Ray's seafood
Restaurant
FOR SALE
DO YOU KNOW WHAT TO DO WHEN
YOU'RE ARRESTED? Ten mlll.lon
people are arrested In America each
year. An arrest could happen to you,
one of your.loved-ones or your friends
today. Send $2.00 for booklet "What to
do when arrested": Facts Publlcr.tlons
P.O. Box 6743, Boise, 10 83707.
MUNTZ COLOR TV
AM-'FM Radio, stereo record player,
Console. $100 375-8433. Call after 6
p.m. Ask for Mike ..
MOBILE HOME VERY GOOD CONDI·
TION. 1966 Fleetwood 10x40 one
bedroom, new carpet, drapes. 2O-foot
awning, storage building. Located In
convenient park. Shown by appoint-
ment. 342-1538 or 888-2112. $3500,00
COMPLETE
Cammunity
Happ .•ninrals
Enlif:lhtenme~~
The' BSU Deparlment of Foreign lan-
guages presents Dr. Luis J. Valverde Z, a
professor of Romance' Languages and
Literature. He will present a paper In
Spanish on the Hispanic Woman: Yester-
day. Today, and Tomorrowl April 19 In the
BSU SUB Teton Room. 4:00 p.m.
The Right to Read Program Is In need of
people willing to volunteer approximately
2-4 hours each week to tutor adults who
read below "survival" le·/el. BSU credit
can be arranged for this experience.
Call 342-7192 for Info. •
Homecoming Theme Contest I~ stili In
process. There will be a' $25 prize to ·the
person who submits the winning Idea.
Deadline Is April 25. More than one Idea
can be sUbmitted.
, The Mental Health Association of Idaho
announces the presentation of a ro6w
motion picture. "Learning to Cope." This
25-mlnuta 111mlocuses attention on stress
and how to deal with It. The 111m Is
available from the MHA, 3105V2 'State St.,
Boise, or phone 343-4866.
Trivia.Rat
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 17
1. Rudy Vallee's
2. Jane Wyman (for Jonny Bellnda-1945)
3. A) Jefferson Airplane B) The Guess Who
0) The Youngbloods 0) The Roiling Stones
E) Jan and Dean F) Tijuana Brass G) The
Cream H) Deep PUfl?le I) .Jlml Hendrix
experience J) Allman Brothers Band
4. President U.S. Grant
5; Bo Beilnsky-LosAngeles (A.L.)
Earl Wilson-Boston. Sandy Koufax-Los
Angeles. Bill Monbauquetle-Boston, Jack
Krallck-Mlnnesota
6. Robert Tal'lor
7. "Godspell"
8; Warren Oates
9; A) Notre Dame B) .Princeton C)
Cincinnati 0) Houston
10. Johnny Welsmuller and Brenda Jovee
'CAMPUS DAYCARE has lull day
openings, $5.00 and drop-Ins, $1.00 per
hour. Call 342-8249..
On April 12 Sara Duggin. Janet Owen, and
Catherine Gllk will be giving their senior
voice recl,tal at 4:30 p.m. In the Music
Building. Room 111.
.. Comedlan Kelly Monteith will be coming to
BSU next Wed., Aprll1B at 8:15 p.m. In the
SUB Ballroom.
A faculty music recital featuring Wlillam
Taylor (voice) and Joe Baldassarre (guitar),
will take place Fri .• April 13 at 8:15 p.m. In
the Special Events Center.
Now on show In the BSU Art Gallery Is the
Faculty Art Show II, through April 19.
PART..:rIME JACK OF ALL TRADES
Wonted. Apply at Quality Used Furni-
ture, 421 S. 9th. Between 1(}-5:3Oweek
days. 338-4246. "
, OVERSEAS JOBS
Summer/year round. Europe, S.
America." Australia, Asia. etc. All
'·flelds. $5O()o$l,200monthly. Expenses
paid. Sightseeing. Fr"" Inlormatlon.
Write: IJC, Box 52-57, Corona Del Mar,
CA 92652.
MISCELlANEOUS
The BSU Alumni Association presents the
','BIII Rodgers Runners Clinics" on May 5
and 6 In the BSU Gymnasium. On
Salurday, May 5, the clinic starls at 7:30
p.m. and on Sunday, s1arls at 10:00. $3.00
edmlts one· to both clinics andean. be
baught at Ihe Inlo Boolh.
DIVINE INSPIRATION of the Serif}
tures proven mathematically. Present
proof· of verbal Inspiration of the
original Hebrew and Greek texts avail-
able, J.S. Bentley, Box 205. Waubau-
s~,ene, Ontario, Canada LO~ 2CO.
Now playing at the Boise Little Theater Is
"Four In A Garden." It will be running
throuoh April 14.
GOD
.What Is he IIko? Port I. Call 376-5885.
24 hours dally. P.O. Box 3356, Boise,
1063703. _
STATE BARBER COLLEGE
Short on Money? Long on Hair? Save
Money by Getting Your Hair Cut at
State Barber College. With Budget
Prices for Guys&Gals. Appt. Available
2210 Main St., Boise; 342-9729. .
dust Plain Fun
TKE Blook Drawing will be held In the SUB
Big Four Room on April 16 from 8 to 5.
Blood Is meant to circulate.
The Annual AOII Disco Is coming again this
year to kick off Greek Week. It will all take
place April 21, at the Basque Center. Beer,
mixed drinks and lots of dancing will be
available.' .
DO YOU KNOW WHAT to DOWHEN
YOU'RE ARRESTED? Ten million
people 1II'e arrested In America each
year. An arrest could happen to you,
one of your loved-ones or your friends
today. send $2.00 for booklet "What to
do when Arrested"'. Facts Publications
P.O" Box 6743, Boise, 10 63707.
The First Annual "Great Potato Marathon'
and Fun Runs" wlll'be held on Saturday,
May 5 at, 1.1:00 a.m. Both joggers and
runners are.invlled to run. For more Info
call 385-1698.(LASS~flED'S
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